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The collection was willed to Gettysburg College by John Henry Wilbrand and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg.

Biography
Johann Heinrich Wilbrand Stuckenberg was born on January 6, 1835 in Bramsche, Germany, the fifth of six children to Hermann Rudolph Stuckenberg and Anna Marie Biest Stuckenberg. The Stuckenberg’s emigrated to the United States beginning with H.R. Stuckenberg and daughter in 1837; they were followed in 1839 by A.M. Stuckenberg and the rest of the family. The Stuckenberg’s settled in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and then moved to Cincinnati in 1843. It was in America where his name became John Henry William Stuckenberg.

J.H.W. Stuckenberg acquired his pursuit for knowledge and deep-seated religiosity from his mother. Although the Stuckenberg’s spoke German at home, a fact which would influence Stuckenberg’s later studies in Germany, J.H.W. adopted English as his dominant language. At a young age, J.H.W. was introduced and accustomed to comparisons of life in America and in Germany as well as religion and the issues of the day. Sociology, along with Lutheranism and Philosophy became a special interest of study for J.H.W. However, he was convinced to study ministry by his pastor Dr. William Henry Harrison.

J.H.W. Stuckenberg traveled to Springfield, Ohio where he entered Wittenberg College in 1852; there his writing talent was discovered and flourished. While at Wittenberg he befriended then college president, Samuel Sprecher and the entire Sprecher family; a friendship, which would prove beneficial to Stuckenberg’s teaching and preaching careers. In college, Stuckenberg pursued interests in theology, philosophy and sociology; all of which would play influential roles in his professional as well as personal life. Stuckenberg graduated from Wittenberg College on June 25, 1857 as valedictorian of his class. He continued his education at the Wittenberg Theological Department where he graduated in 1858.

After graduation, Stuckenberg served as a minister in Davenport, Iowa before traveling to Germany in 1859 to study at the University of Halle. At the university he continued to study theology as well as work odd jobs as a tutor and teacher to earn money for his studies. Stuckenberg pursued a doctoral degree in Philosophy and enjoyed close ties with his professors but lack of funds and the outbreak of the Civil War in America thwarted his plans causing his return to Cincinnati in 1861.

Upon his return, Stuckenberg accepted a pastoral position in Erie, where he led a newly formed congregation. While at Erie, Stuckenberg became increasingly more respected by both his congregation and the profession. He also met his future wife, Mary Gingrich, a
member of the Erie Congregation. At this time, President Abraham Lincoln called for 300,000 troops for the Union Army. Stuckenberg sympathized with the Northern Cause and encouraged his congregation to accept the draft or volunteer; however, he felt some guilt for not joining the war effort himself. Therefore, on September 10, 1862 he signed up for the chaplaincy of the 145th Pennsylvania Volunteers, a regiment of mostly Western Pennsylvanians.

Stuckenberg served as the Chaplain from September 1862 until October 1863. The regiment’s first detail was to bury the dead after the battle at Antietam; they also took part in the battles of Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville and Gettysburg. Stuckenberg’s major accomplishment while with the 145th was the formation of a regimental church on October 5, 1862. His day-to-day duties included serving as pastor for makeshift funerals, staying at soldiers’ deathbeds, and the spiritual guidance of the soldiers. During his stint as Chaplain, Stuckenberg kept a diary, which details the events he witnessed as well as the overall disposition of his men.

After his discharge from the Army on October 4, 1863, Stuckenberg returned to his post as pastor of the church in Erie, where he remained until June 10, 1865, when he set out for Germany again. In Germany he studied at the University of Göttingen for a year before continuing his studies at the University of Berlin. In Berlin, Stuckenberg was first introduced to a meeting of Americans and British every Sunday evening, which would later become the American Church. In April 1866 he began his studies at the University of Tübingen.

Stuckenberg returned to the United States in the fall of 1866. In January 1867 he accepted a pastoral position in Indianapolis, where he preached until he accepted another position in Pittsburgh in April 1868. During this time he was also working on a book, *History of the Augsburg Confession* and attended the Convention of the General Synod at Harrisburg in 1868. It was also at this time that the Lutheran Church in America was experiencing considerable disarray with the split of several leading figures from the General Synod to form the General Council. Stuckenberg was greatly influenced and concerned with this rift in the church.

On October 27, 1869, Stuckenberg married Mary Gingrich a long-time friend in Pittsburgh. The two courted through letters for many years but Mary was significantly younger than Stuckenberg and they therefore had to wait to wed. In August 1873, the Stuckenbergs moved back to Springfield, Ohio, where J.H.W. accepted a position as professor of Theology at Wittenberg College. While at Wittenberg, Stuckenberg extended the theological education from one to two years. Stuckenberg, however, was forced to resign his position in 1880 because of ill-health.

In August 1880, the Stuckenbergs headed to Berlin. They originally planned to stay abroad for two or three years but remained in Germany for fourteen years. While in Berlin, Stuckenberg wrote books as well as articles for several publications, including the *Lutheran Observer*, *Lutheran The Lutheran Evangelist* and *Homiletic Review*. He and Mary organized and preached at the small meetings of Americans and British; he originally attended while a student, and eventually formed the American Church in Berlin. The Stuckenberg’s also served as guardians for the children of several American families, who wished to educate their children in German culture and language. Mary
was also very active while in Germany: she worked to raise money for the founding of the American Church both in Germany and in the United States, raised awareness and funds for missionary work, and generally supported her husband’s work. The Stuckenbergs’s took several trips throughout Europe.

The Stuckenbergs’s returned to the United States in September 1894 and settled in Cambridge Massachusetts. Aside from the occasional lecture tour and guest pastor positions, Stuckenbergs devoted his time to study and writing while in Cambridge. His writings were often found in Christian newsletters and publications as well as newspapers with a focus on Sociology, religion, and Germany—both its culture and politics. A controversy in the Miami Synod in 1895 caused Stuckenbergs to become increasingly more estranged from his Alma Mater, Wittenberg College; this eventually resulted in Gettysburg College receiving his estate after his death.

In 1895, Stuckenbergs’s citizenship was challenged because he had spent so much time in Germany. The state of Massachusetts threatened to withdraw his right to vote. However, the papers of Stuckenbergs’s father affirmed his American citizenship and he was granted voting rights. At this time Mary Stuckenbergs was serving in various organizations supporting prohibition. She held several leadership positions including the Superintendent of the department of labor in the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (W.C.T.U.). During these years, Stuckenbergs became increasingly more interested in the college Gettysburg, then Pennsylvania College. The Gettysburg education better fitted Stuckenbergs’s religious beliefs. As a result of Stuckenbergs’s interest, Pennsylvania College created the “Gettysburg Philosophical Society” aimed at studying Stuckenbergs’s Introduction to Philosophy.

In May 1899, Stuckenbergs again traveled to Berlin, Germany for research. While in Germany, Pennsylvania College honored him with the degree of Doctor of Laws. Much of his time in Germany in 1899 was spent in social endeavors. He returned to the United States in September, where he returned to his lecturing series and writing.

In May 1901, Stuckenbergs made his first trip to England to study at the British Museum. He returned in three months later. In November 1901, Dr. and Mrs. Stuckenbergs were acknowledged at the laying of the cornerstone of the American Church in Berlin, that both had worked so hard to establish.

In the spring of 1903, the Stuckenbergs again traveled to Europe; Mary traveled to Germany first in March followed by J.H.W. in April, who traveled to England. While in England Stuckenbergs continued writing and studying. Mary continued her work for the W.C.T.U in Berlin. In May 1903, Mary received a telegram from J.H.W. asking her to join him in London as he was suffering from laryngitis. When Mary arrived in London, she received the news that Stuckenbergs had died during a surgery meant to save his life on May 28. A small service for Stuckenbergs was held in London, where his body was cremated.

After Stuckenbergs’s death, Mary returned to Massachusetts. She continued to serve the W.C.T.U. and she organized and served as president of the Woman’s General League at Gettysburg College. She worked on J.H.W. Stuckenbergs’s biography along with J.O. Evjen until her death on February 3, 1934.
In a will written on April 25, 1901, Stuckenberg left his estate to Gettysburg College because of its ‘progressive’ curriculum. The Stuckenbergs’ final resting place is in the National Cemetery, at Gettysburg.

For further information on J.H.W. Stuckenberg please see:


Scope and Content Notes

The John Henry Wilbrand Stuckenberg collection consists of eighteen boxes of materials relating to the life and works of J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg. This material includes correspondence, publications, articles, newspaper clippings, and personal papers—such as diaries, biographical material, and photographs of both J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg. The collection has been divided into nine series.

Series Description

The collection is divided into nine series.

Series I – Correspondence

*Series I* consists of correspondence. The series is divided into four sub-series. *Sub-series A* consists of correspondence to and from J.H.W. Stuckenberg. Letters in this sub-series discuss Stuckenberg’s works such as books and articles as well as personal correspondence with friends and family. *Sub-series B* contains correspondence between J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg. *Sub-Series C* contains the Stuckenberg Family correspondence, much of which is undated. The Stuckenberg’s were originally from Germany; therefore, English was their second language and much of the Stuckenberg family correspondence is not in English and is possibly a form of German called low-German or “Plattdeutsch.” *Sub-series D* holds third-party correspondence or correspondence that is neither to or from J.H.W. or Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg. Most of the third-party correspondence is between Stuckenberg’s colleagues. The correspondence is arranged chronologically.

Series II – Chaplain of the 145th Regiment PA Volunteers

Series II contains materials pertaining to Stuckenberg’s service as Chaplain of the 145th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers during the American Civil War. This series contains both official army records as well as diaries written by Stuckenberg during the war.
Included in the series is a lecture given by Stuckenberg following the Battle of Gettysburg.

**Series III – J.H.W. Stuckenberg’s Work**

*Series III* consists of work written by J.H.W. Stuckenberg. This series is divided into four sub-series. *Sub-series A* holds lectures and addresses given by J.H.W. Stuckenberg beginning with his Valedictory Address at Wittenberg College in 1857. *Sub-series B* contains published and unpublished articles written by J.H.W. Stuckenberg for various newspapers. Stuckenberg was an avid writer and wrote for several publications throughout his lifetime. *Sub-series C* consists of published pamphlets. *Sub-series D* are photocopies as well as unpublished manuscripts and chapters from Stuckenberg’s books: *A Liturgy for the use of the Evangelical Church, The Social Problem, and Christian Sociology.*

**Series IV – Personal Papers**

*Series IV* contains personal papers of J.H.W. Stuckenberg and the Stuckenberg family. The series is divided into six sub-series. *Sub-Series A* contains papers concerning Stuckenberg’s ancestry and professional life and is labeled biographical information. *Sub-series B* is a diary while J.H.W. Stuckenberg traveled in Switzerland. *Sub-series C* contains composition books from courses J.H.W. Stuckenberg took while studying in Germany. Most of these notes are in German. *Sub-series D* holds newspaper clippings about the life and work of J.H.W. Stuckenberg. Included in this sub-series is a scrapbook containing newspaper clippings about J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg. *Sub-series E* holds a postcard collection of souvenir postcards from Bramsche, Germany, where J.H.W. Stuckenberg was born. The final sub-series, in this series contains notes made by J.H.W. Stuckenberg for his academic and professional endeavors.

**Series V – Photographs**

*Series V* contains photographs of J.H.W. Stuckenberg and the Stuckenberg family. Many photographs are unidentified and others were taken in the Stuckenberg home in Berlin.

**Series VI – Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg**

*Series VI* is devoted to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg’s. This series is divided into three sub-series. *Sub-series A* consists of Mary’s correspondence, which is arranged chronologically. The topics of this correspondence ranges from personal letters to family and friends, to volunteer work done for the American Church in Berlin or Women’s Christian Temperance Union, to correspondence about J.H.W. Stuckenberg’s books and estate. *Sub-series B* holds notes written for J.H.W. Stuckenberg’s biography. Mary began the initial work of writing a biography for J.H.W. and many of her notes pertain to Stuckenberg’s correspondence. Other notes in this folder contain actual working drafts of J.O. Evjen’s biography. Also included in the folder are notes on the Goethe Album.
and Mary’s work for the American Church in Berlin. **Sub-series C** contains Mary’s written works, including unpublished poems as well as articles.

**Series VII – The Stuckenberg Estate**

**Series VII** contains the legal documents of the Stuckenberg estate as well as correspondence from lawyers, Gettysburg College and Mary’s sister about the Stuckenbers’ wills. This series is divided into two sub-series, the first of which contains originals and copies of both J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg’s last will and testament. The second sub-series contains the correspondence dealing with the estate of the Stuckenberg’s. The majority of the correspondence in **series VII** is between Gettysburg College President Henry W.A. Hanson, the Treasurer of Gettysburg College, President of Gettysburg National Bank C.A. Wills, the college’s lawyer Charles T. Lark and Gertrude Gingrich regarding the administration and transfer of the Stuckenberg Estate to Gettysburg College. Some correspondence is a facsimile from the original.

**Series VIII – Alexander von Humboldt**

**Series VIII** holds information about Alexander von Humboldt, a well-known German scholar and explorer. The series includes artifacts, correspondence, biographical information and documents pertaining to the Humboldt Estate, which J.H.W. Stuckenberg bought.

**Series IX – General Materials**

The final series, **Series IX**, contains general materials. This series is divided into two sub-series: **sub-series A**, holds ephemera and **sub-series B**, holds publications saved by the Stuckenbergs. These publications were not written by the Stuckenbergs but were of interest to them. They are varied in content and language as well as type, including full newspapers, newspaper clippings, and pamphlets.

**Box 1:**

**Series I – Correspondence**

**Sub-Series A – J.H.W. Stuckenberg Correspondence**

1-1 Finding Aid and Research Materials
1-2 Correspondence to 1860

- May 28, 1853 – to his family (mother and Sister Margarete) from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (partially in German)
- February 28, 1854 – to family from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
- May 20, 1854 – to family from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
- June 7, 1854 – to H.H. Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
- April 30, 1857 – to Jeannie E. Wiseman from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
- February 11, 1858 – to Stuckenber from C.L. Ehrenfeld
- June 28, 1858 – to Stuckenberg from C. Shunk Jr.
- July 15, 1858 – to Stuckenber from Reverend Jacob Steck
July 27, 1858 – to Stuckenberg from Reverend Jacob Steck
September 27, 1858 – to C.L. Ehrenfeld from J.H.W. Stuckenberg upon arrival in Davenport, Iowa
October 16, 1858 – to Stuckenberg from C.L. Ehrenfeld
December 22, 1858 – to Brother Stuckenberg from A.S. Kissel
January 5, 1859 – to Brother Stuckenberg from S.H. Weller
February 1, 1859 – from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (in German)
February 26, 1859 – to Brother from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 28, 1859 – to Brother from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 20, 1859 – to C.L. Ehrenfeld from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 22, 1859 – to Brother [H.H. Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 28, 1859 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.H. Weller
July 18, 1859 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from Lorena [Gunn]
July 19, 1859 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.H. Weller
August 8, 1859 – to Brother [H.H. Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his resignation from Davenport parish and plans to travel to Germany
September 29, 1859 – from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 9, 1859 – to H.H. Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 14, 1859 – to Reverend Stuckenberg from A.S. Kissel
November 25, ND – to [family] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND to family from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

1-3 Correspondence 1860

February 13, 1860 – to Family and Brother [H.H. Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (part in German)
March 29, 1860 – from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (in German)
April 27, 1860 – from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (in German)
May 28, 1860 – to Reverend F.W. Conrad from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his leaving Davenport for Germany
May 28, 1860 – J.H.W. Stuckenberg (in German)
June 26, 1860 – from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (in German)
August 28, 1860 – (in German)
November 16, 1860 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.J.S. Schultz, about Stuckenberg’s vacation plans and education
November 25, 1860 – to Misses Clapperton from J.H.W. Stuckenberg concerning a possible visit to Edinburgh (draft, letter never sent)
December 21, 1860 – from A. Tholuck (in German)
December 31, 1860 – to Sophia Clapperton from J.H.W. Stuckenberg proposing marriage to Sophia
ND – from J.H. W. Stuckenberg (in German)
1-4 Correspondence 1861

January 5, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Sophia Clapperton
January 18, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Sophia Clapperton about their potential marriage engagement
January 19, 1861 – to Family and Brother [H.H. Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber (parts in German)
January 28, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Sophia Clapperton
March 8, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from P. Merrill
March 10, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Jane Clapperton
March 21, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.S. Schultz
May 14, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Reverend L. Sage
June 3, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Jane Clapperton
August 19, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from W.A. Passavant
September 23 & 26, 1861 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Jane Clapperton

Notes about Stuckenber/Clapperton Relationship

1-5 Correspondence 1862

July 8, 1862 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A. Tholuck (in German)
September 13, 1862 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A. Tholuck (in German, partial letter)

1-6 Correspondence 1863 – Transcripts of originals, original location is unknown

March 13, 1863 – to ‘Members of the English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Erie’ from J.H.W. Stuckenber about the outlook of the war
March 19, 1863 – to ‘the Ladies’ Society of the English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Erie’ from J.H.W. Stuckenber praising the society and discussing his concerns as an Army Chaplain
April 3, 1863 – to ‘Members of the English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Erie’ from J.H.W. Stuckenber
April 16, 1863 – to ‘Members of the English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Erie’ from J.H.W. Stuckenber preparing to leave the winter camp and begin the 1863 campaigns
May 20, 1863 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Gingrich
July 19, 1863 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber [from H. Gingrich] (letter incomplete)
September 2, 1863 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Gingrich about the draft and general life in Erie, Pennsylvania
September 13, 1863 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Gingrich about Stuckenber’s affairs in Erie

1-7 Correspondence 1864

January 26, 1864 – to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
1-8  Correspondence 1865

February 17, 1865 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Reverend Sprecher
June 29, 1865 – to H. Gingrich from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 10, 1865 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from H. Hupfeld
July 12, 1865 – to H.H. Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (in German)
July 19, 1865 – to H.H. Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (part in German)
August 6, 1865 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H. Jarecki (in German)
November 19, 1865 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from Azro Goff
December 7, 1865 – to [J.H.W] Stuckenberg from Dr. Polenz

1-9 Correspondence 1866

January 1, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.H. Stuckenberg
January 12, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Dr. von Polenz discusses America in comparison to Germany at the time (parts in German)
January 23, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Philip Schaff about their church efforts in Germany
February 9, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Reverend M. Shelleigh
N.D. Memorial to Reverend [S.G.] Fryer from L.M. Reno
June 21, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.H. Mitchell about [the Austro-Prussian] war
August 3, 1866 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from Dr. van Polenz (parts in German)
August 13, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Anthony Kratochwill discusses Austro-Prussian War
September 29, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.H. Mitchell
October 13, 1866 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from Lydia M. Reno
November 7, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.W. Geissenhainer
December 4, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.J. Wedekind
December 17, 1866 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.M. Mead
N.D. – from Irw. F. Charpenning (part of letter)

1-10 Correspondence 1867

February 13, 1867 – to Henry Gingrich from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 18, 1867 – to Henry Gingrich from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 17, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Conrad
March 18, 1867 – from Irw. Charpenning
April 1, 1867 – from S.B. Barnitz
April 13, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.S. Newmyer discusses a pastoral opening
May 8, 1867 – to C.P. Krauth Jr. from J.H.W. Stuckenberg in defense of an article written by Stuckenberg and criticized by Krauth
May 1867 – Petition to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from the congregation of Pittsburgh to make Stuckenberg pastor at their church
December 1, 1868 – to the members of the General Synod Committee to establish a German Paper from J.H.W. Stuckenber discusses his plans for a weekly German Paper also December 5, 1868 response to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.J. Wedekind
December 10, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.B. Helwig about the finances of Stuckenber’s church in Davenport
December 22, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Azro Goff
December 28, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.D. Severinghaus discusses the subscriptions and production of the German Paper
December 31, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad about the publication of the ‘Western Paper’

1-12 Correspondence 1869

January 27, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.H. Earnest
January 28, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad
February 8, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Eliza Stuckenber
February 9, 1869 – to C.W. Schaeffer from J.H.W. Stuckenber discusses the criticism around Stuckenber’s book
March 23, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Samuel Sprecher
March 26, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Ehrenfeld
April 26, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J. Everding discusses disdain for the Lutheran church
May 1, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Azro Goff discusses deed of a church in Erie
May 26, 1869 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from [Fr. L. Strohlmann] (in German)
June 16, 1869 – to Reverend J.H.W. Stuckenber from Samuel Sprecher
July 12, 1869 – to Reverend J.H.W. Stuckenber from Samuel Sprecher
July 16, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad
November 15, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from [C.L.W.] Trepton (in German)
November 23, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.H. Stuckenber
December 31, [1869] – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Baker
ND [1869] – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Gottlob von Polenz (in German) discusses the happenings in Halle, Germany where Stuckenber lived for a few months and comments on Puritanism and Calvinism in Germany and America and Stuckenber’s book
ND [March, 1869] – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.M. Stuckenber and Eliza Stuckenber (in German)

1-13 Correspondence 1870

January 13, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from John B. Detwiler about an opportunity with a Lutheran Church in Omaha, NB
January 24, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Azro Goff about a problem within the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Erie, PA asking Stuckenber’s help
January 26, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Henry Baker about a lecture in Altoona
February 3, 1870 – to Reverend J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Samuel Sprecher
February 11, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.O. Hough about church positions for Hough
February 25, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Azro Goff discusses Synod and Council elections
March 1, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from [Azro Goff] about a series of accusations against Goff in the council of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Erie
March 10, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from John Brown asks advice for bringing charges against the pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Erie
May 30, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from J.C. Brodfuehrer asking for subscriptions for the Alumni Association of Wittenberg College, Alumni Association circular
May 31, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.C. Fink asking Stuckenberg to give a sermon at his church
June 2, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.C. Fink
July 1, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from George Kribbs about attending the opening of their new church
August 25, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.A. Brown, letter discusses a publication called *The [Homiletic] Review* and involves the Gettysburg Lutheran Theological Seminary
September 16, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.A. Brown
October 21, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.A. Brown
December 18, 1870 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from James Garnett

1-14 Correspondence 1871

January 25, 1871 – to H.H. Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
January 31, 1871 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A. Kountze
April 12, 1871 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.R. Dimm asking for his support for the Lutheran Publishing House
April 25, 1871 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.F. Behringer discusses what it means to be Lutheran and his viewpoints on Lutheranism
November 17, 1871 – to C. Anderson from J.H.W. Stuckenberg and response
November 23, 1871 to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C. Anderson (same page)
December 7, 1871 – to J.H. Mengert from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about ways to improve the *Lutheranischer Kirchenfreund* the German Lutheran paper under the leadership of Stuckenberg
December 22, 1871 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.U. Werner discusses the *Lutheranischer Kirchenfreund*
December 26, 1871 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.H. Mengert discusses the findings of the German Conference of the Maryland Synod in regards to the *Lutheranischer Kirchenfreund*
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Rhodes
1-15  Correspondence 1872

May 30, 1872 – to C.N. Todd from J.H.W. Stuckenber declining a job offer in Indianapolis
June 15, 1872 – to F.W. Conrad from J.L. Smith about the ‘Observer’ [Lutheran Observer] asking for change of address
June 17, 1872 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.B. Helwig about the affairs at Wittenberg College and a potential teaching position there
June 24, 1872 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.A. Brown about a paper, The [Homiletic] Review
June 25, 1872 – to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber about his upcoming trip to Germany, includes a list of his debts and assets
June 27, 1872 – to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 1, 1872 – to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 1, 1872 – to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 29, 1872 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from [Mr. Chalmers] a member of the congregation at Pittsburgh, telling them of the happenings while the couple was away in Europe with attached note of Mr. or Mrs. Stuckenber
September 23, 1872 – to ‘the Members and Friends of Messiah Evangelical Lutheran Church’ from J.H.W. Stuckenber updating them on the travels in Europe
September 29, 1872 – to ‘the Members and Friends of Messiah Evangelical Lutheran Church’ from J.H.W. Stuckenber (part of a letter)
ND [October 14, 1872] – to ‘the Members and Friends of Messiah Evangelical Lutheran Church’ from J.H.W. Stuckenber (may be part of the above letter, if not it is missing 4 pages)
November 21, 1872 – from [Mathilsch] Tholuck (in German)
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.B. Helwig about the affairs of the Wittenberg Theological Seminary (part of a letter)
ND – (received before the Stuckenber’s left for Europe) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.B. Helwig discussing the consolidation of the Wittenberg Theological and Gettysburg Theological Seminaries
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January 15, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad
January 29, 1873 – to W.H. [J.H.W.] Stuckenber from George Fisher about a position as pastor in Cincinnati
February 7, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad
February 8, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Richard S. Maury
February 8, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad
May 6, 1873 – to D.M. Boyd Jr. from J.H.W. Stuckenber and notes of J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 19, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Charles Fickinger
May 20, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.H. Stuckenberg
July 29, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from R. Flaggin
August 6, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.H. Stuckenberg
August 10, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.H. Stuckenberg about his concern for the direction of Wittenberg College
August 19, 1873 – to Bro. S [Stuckenber] from Samuel Sprecher offering him a position as a Professor at a Seminary
September 9, 1873 – telegraph to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Sprecher—president of Wittenberg College
September 11, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Sprecher about his new appointment to Wittenberg College
September 24, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Sprecher
October 20, 1873 – to F.C. Negley from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about a subscription to a church
October 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Phillip Schaff about a proof of an article for the Evangelical Alliance
October 28, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.L. Wiles about a pastor position in Indianapolis
December 4, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.B. Helwig
December 16, 1873 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from T. Stork
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April 21, 1874 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.B. Helwig about addressing his congregation in Dayton, Ohio
May 16, 1874 – circular asking for money for a gift for S. Sprecher, president of Wittenberg College for the 25th Anniversary of his presidency
May 26, 1874 – to Reverend J.H.W. Stuckenber from Samuel Sprecher
June 1, 1874 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad
October 29, 1874 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Henry C. King about his visit to Oberlin College
December 29, 1874 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Walter Gebhart
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January 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort
February 18, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M.R. Drury
March 11, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M.L. Wilhelm inviting him to speak at a New Philadelphia, Church in [Florida]
April 22, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.C. Fink offering him a position at a Lutheran church in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
June 4, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
June 30, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.L. Wiles confirming Doctor of Divinity from Wooster University
July 1, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.A.E. Taylor about the Doctor of Divinity honor from Wooster University
August 16, 1875 – to Reverend Doctor Stuckenber from Samuel Sprecher
October 28, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Voegele declining donations on behalf of the German Congregation in Canton County, Ohio to Wittenberg College and asking for a professor in German and English Theology
November 8, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M.M. Johnson asking him to give a reading at the Art Society’s Meeting

Box 2
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February 14, 1876 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from W. Deaver
February 21, 1876 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.A. Brown
March 13, 1876 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.L. Wiles about the formation of a German Synod and German at Wittenberg College
March 15, 1876 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Henry Eby about his study plans
March 26, 1876 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from S.A. Ort about Wittenberg College faculty representative in Western Synod
March 1876 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from P. Hugus
March 29, 1876 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.A. Brown
November 1876 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from G. Debitsch (in German) about his Hebrew translation of the New Testament
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January 8, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from S.A. Ort about articles for The [Lutheran] Evangelist and the differences between Lutherans and other Evangelical sects
January 11, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.H. Stuckenber about the problems in his church
February 14, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from S.S. Waltz praising The [Lutheran] Evangelist [transcript by Mary Gingrich Stuckenber attached]
February 16, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from S.A. Ort about The [Lutheran] Evangelist
March 12, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M. Rhodes about The [Lutheran] Evangelist
March 13, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J. Chalmers
March 21, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from L. Diedrich (in German)
May 1, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C. A. Stork
May 19, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D.L. Tressler about an article in The [Lutheran] Evangelist
July 6, 1877 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from G.F. Stelling
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January 3, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.S. Butler
February 1, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Rhodes about a new position for Rhodes
April 15, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from George Bigler
April 22, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.L. Wiles paying subscriptions for The Lutheran Evangelist
June 20, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.S. Kissell about Wittenberg College
June 28, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S. Aughey
August 3, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.B. Helewig about the paper
September 7, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.B. Kirtland about the ‘Evangelical’ [The Lutheran Evangelist]
October 3, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J. Ryder about a disgraceful pastor (J.W. Shreeves)
November 22, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from D.L Tressler discussing a decision made in regards to Carthage College by the Western synod
December 25, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from B.J. Funk about joining the ministry
ND [February 1878] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Charles A. Hay asking for an editorial in The Lutheran Evangelist
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January 25, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Aughey about an article in The Lutheran Evangelist about the relationship between religion and science
February 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.W. Wynn about a possible series of articles in The Lutheran Evangelist
March 8, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from D.L. Tressler
March 27, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort concerning Ort’s move to New York
May 3, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.M. Kuhns
May 6, 1879 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Rhodes about The Lutheran Evangelist
May 20, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. A. Bowers about the finances of his church in Pittsburgh
May 23, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.M. Kuhns
June 3, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.W. Snyder in regards to the Iowa Synod supporting the General Synod
August 9, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from T.F. Dornblaser about the church support in the West, namely Kansas
August 13, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.H. Vincent and Joseph Cook asking him to give eulogies at a memorial service for two prominent German Americans
August 22, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.A. Brown regarding the *The Lutheran Evangelist*
September 4, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from O.H. Vajen asking Stuckenberg to take in his son while in school
September 22, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.M. Nichols confirming a lecture
October 14, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.B. Chalmers about the affairs at the Pittsburgh church where Stuckenberg once was a pastor
November 4, 1879 – (post card) J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.S. Butler
November 5, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Joseph Cook (with transcript)
November 13, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.J. Reinmund asking for a suggestion for a pastor for their church
November 22, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W.E. Peschan asking for guidance in deciding a school
December 5, 1879 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Charles Fickinger asking Stuckenberg to give his name to a Lancaster, Ohio congregation for consideration
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January 7, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from I.K. Funk
February 4, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. A. Bowers about the church in Pittsburgh where Stuckenberg was once pastor
February 11, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.H. Vincent asking him to give a lecture at Chautaugua (notes on letter by Stuckenberg indicate his acceptance and possible theme)
March 30, 1880 – from [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] (in German, letter incomplete)
April 21, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.B. Baltzly asking him to postpone his plans to travel to Europe until his son completes his studies
April 28, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.L. Gage
Imperial German Mail Hamburg American Packet Company Listing of the Cabin Passenger List of Steamship “Wieland” (publication)
October 4, 1880 – (postcard) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.C. Stuckenberg
October 12, 1880 – (postcard) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from I.K. Funk about the proof of Stuckenberg’s book *Christian Sociology*
October 21, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from John Maze about the book *Christian Sociology*
October 23, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from E.D. Smith
November 12, 1880 – to J.H.W. and Mary Stuckenberg from Henry Jarecki (in German)
November 24, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.W. Wagnalls about Stuckenberg’s book
December 13, 1880 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.W. Wagnalls about book
December 16, 1880 – (postcard) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from D.H. Bauslin
December 21, 1880 – (postcard) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.P. Davidson
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January 8, 1881 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A.B. [Samuel A. Bowman]
February 24, 1881 – from E.B. Sloffer about the happenings in a Committee
March 3, 1881 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg Peter Rudolph Heff
March 21, 1881 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S. Sprecher
July 29, 1881 – to F.W. Conrad discusses a poem sent to J.H.W. Stuckenberg by Conrad and interprets it (parts in German, no signature, possibly incomplete letter)
December 12, 1881 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Sprecher
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January 11, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.H. Stuckenberg with bank statement on reverse
February 3, 1882 – to Edward Jentkins from W. Sylvester introducing J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 6, 1882 – to Albert van Wagner from M.S. Bruwer Consul General introducing J.H.W. Stuckenberg and affirming his identity
February 20, 1882 – to ‘Friends’ [Mr. and Mrs. Stuckenberg] from John N. Lenker about emigration and establishing church societies for the emigrants
March 11, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Abram Hamel
March 14, 1882 – to J.A. Brown from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about Brown’s children, who are under the Stuckenberg’s care while in Berlin
March 29, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edward Y. Hincks
June 16, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Macmillan about the printing of his book
June 19, 1882 – to Reverend J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Sprecher
June 20, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Jarecki Manufacturing Company lending Stuckenberg $200
July 30, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from William Pore concerning Lizzie his daughter who the Stuckenberg’s are looking after in Germany
Correspondence 1883

February 4, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F. Obana
April 1, 1883 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from N. Marelle announcing his election to the Societe’ Philosophique
May 12, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Larson
May 12, 1883 – from Marcad (in German)
May 14, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from W.L. Pearson about introducing him to a friend and administrator at Princeton
May 23, 1883 – from Meinek (in German)
October 26, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward Y. Hincks about an article concerning the religious state in Germany
November 18, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Geo. McArthur Scales
December 25, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward Y. Hincks about an article for a New England paper
ND [February 1883] – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Lucren I. Blacke
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January 1, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F. Obana
January 4, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward Y. Hincks about articles for a New England paper
January 22, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward Y. Hincks
February 6, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward Y. Hincks asking for a third article
February 11, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward Y. Hincks
February 19, 1884 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.G. Taylor asking him to preach in Berlin
February 19, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Alexander Winchell
March 8, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward Y. Hincks
March 26, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Alexander Winchell
May 6, 1884 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from C.M. Mead
June 1, 1884 – (post card) to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber about plans to stay in Europe another year
June 12, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Alexander Winchell about the chair of philosophy at the University of Michigan
June 15, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Ella G. Ives
June 16, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Alexander Winchell asking Stuckenber to come to America to meet with committee about a Philosophy chair position
June 20, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M.W. Jacobus congratulating Stuckenber on [his new position at the University of Michigan]
June 26, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Alexander Winchell
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January 13, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from W.H. Singley about a professor position at Wittenberg College
January 26, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberger from W.M. Griscom about the 1000 Marks owed to Stuckenber from his church
January 31, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Sylvester F. Scovel
February 2, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from P.L. Easton about their travels in [Klina, Kosovo]
February 4, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from I.K. Funk about an article
February 11, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Theo. S. Fay
February 19, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Charles A. Hay about a letter sent from Mrs. Cares asking to educate her son at the Gettysburg Theological Seminary
March 3, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.E. Buxton about their travels in Italy
March 3, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from E.Y. Hincks about Stuckenberg’s article on Religion in Germany in the Andover Review
April 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from E.D. Smith about a position as professor of Sacred Philosophy at Springfield and praising his works
April 10, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mrs. Joseph A. Wright asking him to meet with Miss K. Creutz and write a recommendation for her
April 11, [1885] – from M. Tholuck (in German)
June 2, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. N. Boardman introducing him to Mr. and Mrs. Blatchford
July 3, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edward Y. Hincks thanking him for his article
July 16, 1885 – to Doctor [Stuckenber] from Samuel Sprecher
September 23, 1885 – to [Stuckenber] from Samuel Sprecher discusses his move to San Francisco from Springfield, Ohio
December 14, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edward Y. Hincks
1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.L. Gage
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C. Murrey about ‘converting’ from Catholicism to Protestantism
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January 18, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg (illegible)
January 31, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from James B. Reynolds
February 4, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H. Kreissmann
February 11, 1886 – to F.W. Conrad (letter incomplete)
March 3, 1886 – to A.S. Barnes from Funk & Magnalls denying the publication J.H.W. Stuckenberg’s book
March 7, 1886 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from H. Kreissman asking Stuckenberg to handle the funds of the American Church Committee
March 8, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg (illegible, in German)
March 10, 1886 – to A.S. Barnes from A.C. Armstrong denying publication
March 12, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A. S. Barnes about Stuckenberg’s book
April 13, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from James Watt asking him to help a student get to the United States
May 12, 1886 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Phil Schaff
August 28, 1886 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from E.J. Wolf
September 1, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.C. Armstrong about Stuckenberg’s book
October 16, 1886 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A. Bernstorff
December [11,] 1886 – telegraph to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.C. Fink
December 14, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from [Wm. M. Strome]
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January 6, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Rob Neumann (in German)
ND [January 1887] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Rob Neumann (in German)
January 21, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from O.F. Davis
March 9, 1887 – to “friends” from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 11, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.W. Conrad about his articles in The Lutheran Observer
March 14, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from E.W. Blatchford donating money to the American Church in Berlin
March 25, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A. Bernstroff
March 27, 1887 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Gustav Teichmueller (possibly Russian)
April 2, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.W. Conrad asking him to consider joining the faculty at the Gettysburg Lutheran Seminary
April 11, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from the Editors of The Homiletic Review about three articles they would like him to write
May 17, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Ino. Gillespie writing on behalf of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church
August 17, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from L. Fest disassociating his name from Stuckenber’s works
August 21, 1887 – [Mrs. and J.H.W. Stuckenber] from John Meigs
September 12, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.H. Stuckenber about a debt owed to J.H.W.
September 13, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from I.K. Funk about a possible European Circulation of The [Homiletic] Review
September 15, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong
September 28, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong about the publication of Stuckenber’s Manuscript
October 11, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from I.K. Funk accepting Stuckenber’s offer of editorial department for The Homiletic Review
October 11, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.F. Shaffer
October 13, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Ben Z. Stuckenber asking for a loan
October 19, 1887 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D. Frommel an invitation for October 26 (in German)
October 25, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Macmillan & Co. about the balance of his account for his book
October 28, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong about the publication of his book
November 6, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from G.U. Wenner about a copy of a book
November 8, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from James Watt about the American Church Committee in Berlin
November 9, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber receipt
November 11, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F.W. Conrad paying him for articles written for The Lutheran Observer
November 29, 1887 – Receipt signed by L.P. Siebert for the American Church in Berlin
December 15, 1887 – to J.H.W. and Mrs. Stuckenber from Mary B. Willard
December 23, 1887 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong with contracts for his book
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February 26, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.V. Raninger
March 10, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Pacly for the Norddeutscher Lloyd Abtheilung Passage—Telegram to reserve tickets for Mary on a steamer to New York
March 17, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F. Dubler for the Norddeutscher Lloyd Abtheilung Passage—Telegram with deposit for passage for Mary to U.S.
March 18, 1888 – to [J.H.W. Stucken] from G. Bunge (in German—possibly)
March 23, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from A.C. Armstrong about the
publication of his book
April 2, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from J.M. Sherwood about articles for The
[Homiletic] Review
April 5, 1888 – to [J.H.W. Stucken] from C.M. Mead mentions the death of
the German emperor
April 16, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from J.M. Swan
April 18, 1888 – to [J.H.W. Stucken] from Dr. Martins (illegible, in German)
April 20, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from S.A. Ort asking him to contribute
articles to a new Theological Journal
April 20, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from Ben Z. Stucken discusses
occurrences in America
April 22, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from S.A. Ort about the Theological
Journal
April 25, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from C.A. Storm (in German)
April 30, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from A.C. Armstrong about the reviews
of his book
April 30, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from [C.A. Storm] (in German)
May 13, 1888 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stucken from Fr. Fork (in German)
May 13, 1888 – to Kasson from Countess Waldensee about the work of J.H.W.
and Mary Stucken to build a new church
July 6, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from von der Becke and Marsily of Red
Star Line offering him a discounted ticket to the U.S.
July 10, 1888 – to [J.H.W. Stucken] from Anna Teichmüller (in German)
thanking him for his concern for her family at the loss of her father and
expressing concern for Stucken’s own health
July 10, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from George Scholl asking him to go to
Tokyo, Japan as a missionary under the Board of Foreign Missions and describes
expectations of the job
August 7, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from S.A. Ort asking if he would accept
a position at Wittenberg Theological Seminary
August 14, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from J.F. Shaffer about a position at
Wittenberg College
August 30, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from S.A. Ort announcing
Stucken’s election to position of lecturer on Philosophical and Theological
Tendencies in Germany
September 7, 1888 – to J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stucken from Joseph
Cook about plans for Stucken’s lectures
September 15, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from Sylvester F. Scovel
September 20, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from C.L. Ehrenfeld
October 4, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from Funk and Wagnalls agreeing to a
new circular
[October] 17, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from Inazo Ota
October 20, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from E.J. Evans; letter of introduction
October 24, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stucken from Ella
November 23, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F. Petrie inviting him to join the Victoria Institute or Philosophical Society of Great Britain
Attached: the Victoria Institute of Philosophical Society of Great Britain circular—Journal of Transactions

November 27, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from E.R. Wagner


December 15, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Philip Shaff; letter of introduction

December 17, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M.G. Norton asking him to watch over his children in Europe

December 30, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from F. Petrie about the Victoria Institute or Philosophical Society of Great Britain

January 16, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.S. Barnes Receipt of book shipment for the American Church in Berlin

January 19, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.S. Barnes on the shipment of a supply of *Carmina Sanctorum* (books)

January 20, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Elizabeth M. Fessenden asking advice on journalism

February 7, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Bessie Merz (with transcription)

February 13, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Ben Z. Stuckenber about the death of Stuckenber’s sister Eliza

February 14, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.H. Stuckenber about the death of their sister Eliza

February 14, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Noah Porter; letter of introduction

February 25, 1889 – to Professor Dorchester from J.H.W Stuckenber adopting legal standings for the American Church in Berlin, in regards to property, election of a minister and actions of the church committee

March 8, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.S. Barnes about an order of tune books for the American Church in Berlin

March 9, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Jo. B. Gesner informing Stuckenber of his election to the Cliosophic Society of Princeton College

March 10, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from G. Wenner about the details of Stuckenber’s proposed Gettysburg Lectures

March 14, 1889 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from B. Bishop

April 30, 1889 – to Mrs. Purington from J.H.W. Stuckenber about Mary’s return to America to continue her search for funds for the American Church in Berlin

May 10, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from David MacEwan

May 20, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Peter Rudolph Neff asking him to offer a violinist position at the College of Music of Cincinnati to an acquaintance

ND [June 1889] – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from David MacEwan about his service in the Civil War

June 3, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from S.S. Waltz about his trip to Europe
June 22, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Director of the Königliche Bibliothek (in German) Congratulating him and recognizing his work, Introduction to the Study of Philosophy

July 9, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong about his Introduction to the Study of Philosophy

July 9, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from David J. Edwards

July 15, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from E.H. Delk Jr. asking him for advice on the best schools in Germany

July 26, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.H. Stuckenber

July 30, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Henry Lefavour

August 3, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Sylvester F. Scovel asking him to lecture at the University of Wooster

August 22, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Funk and Wagnalls asking him to write an article for an encyclopedia on temperance and prohibition

September 9, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber

September 20, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.S. Morgan

September 28, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Frances B. McGraw

October 7, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Sylvester F. Scovel about a lecture series at the University of Wooster

October 8, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A. D. Hosterman about the sale of The Lutheran Evangelist

October 10, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.C. Glashan

October 19, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Philip S. Moxom

October 30, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D. Crosby Greene; letter of introduction for a Japanese pastor

November 2, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from W.E. Hay asking for information for students in Berlin

November 20, 1889 – to J.H.W and Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Minerva B. Norton asking them – to write an editorial for her book about Berlin

November 30, 1889 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.M. Sherwood
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January 15, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.M. Bickel about money for his contributions to The Lutheran Observer

January 22, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from James Watt about debts owed by the American Church in Berlin

January 27, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Louis Baugher about buying artwork in Europe

January 30, 1890 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A. Bernstorff

February 6, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Philip S. Moxom about raising money for the American Church in Berlin (with transcription

February 7, 1890 – to J.H.W and Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Joseph Cook about the Boston Committee to raise funds for the American Church in Berlin
February 13, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Philip S. Moxom about finding someone to chair the committee to raise money for the American Church in Berlin
February 14, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edwin Stanley Thompson
February 25, 1890 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] about funds for the American Church in Berlin
March 14, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Rowland
March 31, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.J. Chamberlain about the funds for the American Church in Berlin with a list of gifts received
April 4, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Robert Ferguson
May 6, 1890 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from Charles E. Raymond (letter incomplete)
May 25, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from David J. Edwards about the possibility of being ordained as pastor of the American Church in Leipzig
June 5, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.C. Armstrong and Son Enclosed:
April 30, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.C. Armstrong and Son receipt for royalties for *Introduction to Philosophy*
May 1, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.C. Armstrong and Son statement for books
June 18, 1890 – from Geo. F. Magonn (letter incomplete)
July 3, 1890 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from von Knobelsdorff (in German)
July 7, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete) giving Stuckenberg instructions on how to claim a pension from sickness or disability from time spent in service
July 15, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Himes
July 28, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Ad. Neuendorff about the death of his daughter
August 15, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Mayer about his acceptance into school in Germany
ND [September 1890] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort urging him to return to Wittenberg College as a professor
September 1, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.R. Bailey
September 8, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Dryander (in German)
September 8, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.W. Anthony
September 9, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from [L.A. Maynard] about articles for *The Christian at Work*
September 11, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.Y. Tokoi and J.T. Ise about his work in Japan and the government in Japan
ND [September 15, 1890] – from Gertrude Gingrich (with Transcription)
September 16, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Herbert Stead
September 30, 1890 – to J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from W. Chaffin Fessenden asking for pictures of Dresden
October 7, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from L.A. Maynard about an article for *The Christian at Work*
October 22, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber about fundraising (letter incomplete)
October 23, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Louis Wilson
October 27, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort
ND [October 30, 1890] – to J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Charles W. Stiles asking for information on books for the American Church in Leipzig (with transcription)
October 30, 1890 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.W. Stiles
November 21, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H. Austin Aikins
November 21, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.C. Armstrong
November 24, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J. Herbert Stead
November 25, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.J.F. Behunde challenging J.H.W. Stuckenberg to do his own fundraising for the American Church in Berlin
November 27, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort asking Stuckenberg to write an article for The [Lutheran] Evangelist
December 22, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from B.P. Boune
December 30, 1890 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.L. Ehrenfield about the actions of the General Synod
ND – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from F. Herbert Stead (letter incomplete) listing supporters for a new publication
ND – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from Alfred W. Anthony about the happenings in periodicals and the U.S.
ND – transcription
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January 3, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort about The [Lutheran] Evangelist and a gift of specimens from Stuckenberg to Wittenberg College
January 5, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Charles F. Thwing
February 13, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from the Editor of The Voice
February 16-28, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S. Thomoff asking for advice on Philosophy books for students
March 14, 1891 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from I.F. Eales
May 21, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Rhodes asking Stuckenberg to find suitable housing for Rhodes in Berlin
June 13, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.C. Armstrong about the publication of Stuckenberg’s books
July 6, 1891 – to Funk and Wagnalls from Newell Woolsey Wells; a critic of Stuckenberg’s manuscript
July 15, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.F. Scovel
July 20, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Martha N. Jarecki
July 29, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.L. Ehrenfeld
July 30, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.H. Sweet asking Stuckenberg to address a group of Methodist pastors in Kansas through a letter with words of advice for study
August 19, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from no signature
August 31, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.L. Ehrenfeld about the reception of Stuckenberg’s articles in the States
October 23, 1891 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber A. Bernstorff
November 2, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from editors of The Homiletic Review
about replacing Stuckenber in the circular
November 13, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.W. Richard about the
reception Stuckenber’s articles
December 2, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Editors of The Voice
December 26, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D.P. Corey
December 26, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D.P. Corey
December 31, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong (letter incomplete)
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from S.A. Ort about plans for Stuckenber’s lectures
at Wittenberg College
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January 2, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H. Kreisman
January 5, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from V.L. Conrad about his articles for
The Lutheran Observer
January 11, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Charles H. Day
January 12, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from the editors of The Homiletic
Review
January 12, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from John D. Ford
January 18, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C.L. Ehrenfeld (letter
incomplete)
January 20, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.E. Jacobs
January 21, 1892 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from W. Jolly (in German)
February 24, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from [Sutton]
March 16, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A. Gebhart about the problems
within the General Synod and Council between two different Lutheran factions
March 17, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C.L. Ehrenfeld about
Stuckenber’s lectures at Wittenberg College
April 14, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from V.L. Conrad about articles for The
Lutheran Observer, Stuckenber had failed to write articles for the paper
April 20, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C.L. Ehrenfeld
April 21, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Evans asking Stuckenber to
speak at the commencement of the Lake Erie Seminary
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Evans
April 25, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Geo. D. Boardman donating money
to the American Church in Berlin
April 28, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D.P. Corey
April 28, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edward S. Ninde
April 30, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong and Son receipt for
royalties
May 17, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Clara H. Stranahan about the
fundraising efforts for the American Church in Berlin
May 21, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort asking why Stuckenberg failed to come to the U.S.

May 24, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard

May 27, 1892 – to Dr. Geiger from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete) about correspondence published in *The Lutheran Observer*

June 1, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.J. Briggs asking Stuckenberg to help find a place for a student to stay in Berlin

June 23, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Richard

June 28, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Henry Churchill King about the use of Stuckenberg’s book for a class

Attached: A review of Stuckenberg’s *Introduction to the Study of Philosophy*

July 8, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard about the articles in the various Lutheran periodicals

July 13, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard about the issues in the General Synod between conservative and radical Lutherans

July 16, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Samuel Schwarm about the factions in the General Synod

July 17, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard about the General Synod

July 18, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)

July 18, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.L. Ehrenfeld

July 19, 1892 – to J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Margaret Woods Lawrence asking for information to include in her article “The Tobacco Problem”

July 20, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.R. Gieger

July 20, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.M. Heindel about Stuckenberg’s article in *The Lutheran World* (partial transcription)

July 30, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from D.P. Corey

August 3, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard

August 5, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.C. Stuckenberg

August 20, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from V.L. Conrad about Stuckenberg’s lectures in America (Wittenberg College)

August 26, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Himes (with notes and partial transcription)

August 31, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W. Walter Phelps

September 5, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Joseph Cook

September 9, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine arranging a time for Stuckenberg to lecture at Gettysburg

September 10, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from V.L. Conrad

September 14, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from V.L. Conrad about Stuckenberg’s manuscript for his book

September 15, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from V.L. Conrad

September 15, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard

September 21, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Bashford asking Stuckenberg to visit Wesleyan University
ND [October 1, 1892] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort (with transcription)
Stuckenberg to speak at Yale University
October 11, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from [S.H.G] Haskinson
October 11, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Sylvester F. Scovel about
lectures at Wooster College
October 11, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.C. Brodführer
October 13, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine about the schedule
of Stuckenberg’s lectures at Gettysburg Lutheran Theological Seminary
October 20, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine
October 31, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mrs. Joel Swartz
November 7, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine
November 15, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Amos W. Patten
November 28, 1892 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.G. Ballantine asking if
Stuckenberg would accept a professorship at Oberlin
ND [1892] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from S.A. Ort
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February 3, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C. Lepley
February 6, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Louis H. Jordan
February 8, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Fenelon B. Rice
February 9, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.T. Chamberlain about a loan
February 25, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine discussing the
three major Lutheran periodicals and asking Stuckenberg to write a criticism for
an English-German translation
March 3, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from E.E. Baker asking for assistance in
the General Synod against the General Council
April 31, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Louis J. Mages about a lot of land
for the American Church in Berlin
July 3, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from E.F. Williams about the financial
concerns in the U.S.
July 15, 1893 – (post card) to [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from D. Frommel (in
German)
July 29, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from T.J.J. See
August 1, 1893 – to [H.H. Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
August 3, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard
August 8, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg about raising funds for a school in
Bulgaria (letter incomplete)
August 26, 1893 – to J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from E.F. Williams
about financial concerns and happenings in the U.S.
September 3, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.L. Ehrenfeld about the
changes and problems at Wittenberg College
September 3, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from James Watt about money given
to Stuckenberg by the church committee
September 19, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from James Stalker; letter of introduction
October 13, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edward D. Smith about Smith’s decision to leave the Lutheran Church
November 13, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from [Ethan A. Gray] (letter incomplete)
November 15, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.A. Piddock about the sale of Stuckenberg’s *The Age and the Church*
November 27, 1893 – to J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Elise Weyerhauser Hill
November 28, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from [E.F. Williams] (letter incomplete) about Stuckenberg’s thoughts of resigning his Berlin post
December 22, 1893 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Tho. S. Hastings
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January 5, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A.C. Armstrong Jr. an analysis of Stuckenberg’s Introduction to the Study of Philosophy
January 5, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.J. Chamberlain
January 11, 1894 – to [H.H. Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his plans to return to America in July
January 27, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edward G. Hincks
January 29, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 1, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)
February 5, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.W. McKnight
February 23, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Charles Aldrich
February 26, 1894 – to Dr. Andrews from Henry S. Runage about a possible replacement for Stuckenberg at the American Church in Berlin
February 28, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Harry W. Turner
March 6, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.W. McKnight
March 15, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from William North Rice asking about Stuckenberg’s replacement in Berlin
March 16, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Johan Friedrich Reinhold Gottfried Munther token of appreciation for Stuckenberg’s service in Berlin
April 7, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine about Stuckenberg’s upcoming lectures at Gettysburg
April 10, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from F.B. Rice with donation of 159 marks for the American Church in Berlin
May 21, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Alfred William Anthony rejecting the offer to take over Stuckenberg’s position in Berlin
June 1, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from E.E. Baker about the state of affairs at Wittenberg College
June 30, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from William North Rice
July 4, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from I.K. Funk about the possibility of a department of Sociology in *The Homiletic Review*
July 10, 1894 – to the editor of Cincinnati Commercial Gazette from J.H.W. Stuckenberg concerning the accuracy of an article about Stuckenberg
July 30, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from George A. Gates
August 13, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from I.K. Funk about the sociology department in *The Homiletic Review*
August 17, 1894 – (postmarked, post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from E.B. Hulbert
August 26, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M.H. Begg
August 28, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.M. Griscom
September 8, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from L.A. Maynard asking for an article for The Irving Syndicate
September 21, 1894 – to [H.H. Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his future plans in the U.S.
September 28, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.A.M. Ziegler
October 4, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.G. Ballantine asking Stuckenberg to speak at Oberlin College
October 13, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from P.A. Heilman
October 13, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine
October 25, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Louis J. Mages (in German) discusses the American “colony” in Berlin and Mages travels since Stuckenberg’s departure
October 29, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Charles F. Thing asking Stuckenberg to speak at Cleveland
November 13, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from I.K. Funk about *The Homiletic Review*
November 16, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. H. Young about Stuckenberg’s upcoming lectures
November 22, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. H. Young
November 22, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam accepting Stuckenberg’s treatise *An Introduction to the Study of Socialism* for publication
November 29, 1894 – to [H.H. Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
December 7, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam about the publication of Stuckenberg’s book
December 9, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C. Lepley
December 20, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from C.A. Piddock about the publication of Stuckenberg’s *Tendencies of German Thought*
December 21, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. H. Young about the schedule for a lecture in March or April
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[January 7, 1895] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Frances Willard
January 9, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. H. Young
February 12, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Funk and Wagnalls Company (letter incomplete) about a contract dispute
March 8, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Joseph Cook
March 28, 1895 – from Geo. H. Marsh with a copy of the Constitution of the Evangelical Allianz of Buffalo
March 30, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from E.E. Baker
April 1, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong
April 9, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from no signature (letter incomplete)
April 10, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C.A. Piddick about Stuckenber’s The Age and the Church
April 19, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Willis S. Hinman
May 7, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from V.L. Conrad about the publication of Stuckenber’s series on Orthodox Lutherans in Germany
May 13, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from John W. Simpson about a course of lectures at Marietta College
July 16, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Francis E. Clark with attached address of Stuckenber for the United Society of Christian Endeavor
July 26, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D.P. Corey
August 13, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from John W. Simpson about his lecture at Marietta College
August 14, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M.M. Johnn about the Art society in Pittsburgh
August 21, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from [Gettysburg Theological Seminary] about The Lutheran World faction
September 3, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.W. Richard about the outlook of the General Synod and Lutheranism
October 10, 1895 – to [H.H. Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 10, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from H.B. Stock asking Stuckenber to deliver six lectures at the Gettysburg Lutheran Seminary
October 14, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A. Gebhart about the results of the meeting of the General Synod
October 23, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C. Croasdell asking Stuckenber to lecture
November 13, 1895 – to [H.H. Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
November 14, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Geo. H. Young about creating a periodical to combat against The World and save the General Synod
November 15, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M. Rhodes about the problems General Synod
November 17, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from John Woolley
November 18, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from [A. Gebhart] about the results of the meeting of the General Synod
December 2, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from W.B. Knowles
December 2, 1895 to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D.S. Gregory about subjects for his section entitled “The Social Problem” in The Homiletic Review
December 9, 1895 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from G. Bunge(in German)
December 21, 1895 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M. Valentine
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January 8, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from William North Rice
January 27, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Macmillan and Company about the publication of his Manuscript
March 5, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A. Gebhart
March 5, 1896 – to Perry Allen from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about three maps in Stuckenberg’s collection
March 10, 1896 – to Mr. Bauer from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about the price of *Tendencies in German Thought*
March 14, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A. Gebhart
March 20, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Frank k. Foster
March 23, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbon from Samuel Sprecher
March 28, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from John W. Simpson
March 31, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Marion J. Kline asking Stuckenberg for advice and information for her Commencement address
March 31, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Julius D. Dreher
April 2, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.C. Wilson asking Stuckenberg to give a series of lectures in Erie
April 3, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.W. McKnight discussing the issues in the Pennsylvania College Board
April 7, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Valentine
April 9, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from A. Homrighaus
April 17, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from George D. Gates
April 20, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbon from H.W. McKnight about the Pennsylvania College board and McKnight’s resignation
May 16, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from M. Rhodes
May 16, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.W. Richard (Gettysburg Theological Seminary) about the Pennsylvania College board and McKnight’s resignation
May 18, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.M. Heindel
May 18, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from no signature Second Lutheran Church, West Sand Lake, NY (letter incomplete)
May 19, 1896 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from George Drenford about Stuckenbon’s books
May 27, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from H.W. McKnight
June 6, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.A. Singmaster
June 10, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.S. Stuckenbon about H.H. Stuckenberg’s business
June 11, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from T.T. Everett asking Stuckenbon to visit him after his lecture in Albany, NY
June 11, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from no signature Wittenberg College (letter incomplete)
June 16, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mrs. Joseph Cook about Cook’s sickness

July 2, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Herbert Alleman about Pennsylvania College and the Lutheran Seminary

July 8, 1896 – to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber

July 13, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edwin Knox Mitchell about Stuckenber’s lectures

July 23, 1896 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from George Drenford


August 29, 1896 – to Dr. Brodführer from J.H.W. Stuckenber

September 6, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edwin Knox Mitchell about the editorship for the Sunday Supplement (partial transcription)

September 17, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from E.D. Manfield (with transcription)

September 22, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from R. Hoitediefer (in German)

October 6, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from William R. Starper

October 8, 1896 – to H.H. Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber

October 9, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from P. Anstadt

October 23, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Elbert F. Baldwin about the publication entitled The Outlook (with transcription)

October 24, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from P. Anstadt about the publication of Stuckenber’s History of the Augsburg Confession

October 30, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from William R. Starper

October 31, 1896 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from J.G. Butler about the General Synod

November 4, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from I.K. Funk about the desired article topics for 1897

November 23, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Editors of The Homiletic Review

December 3, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Jacob A. Glutz asking advice for a textbook on Sociology on reverse:

December 7, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber

December 23, 1896 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.G. Butler

Correspondence 1897

January 11, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.G. Butler

February 24, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Henry S. Boner about the publication of his History of the Augsburg Confession

March 31, 1897 – to [H.H. Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber

April 7, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from T.J.J. See

May 5, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.F. Jones asking Stuckenber to lecture at Marietta College

May 24, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from P. Anstadt and Sons an agreement for the printing of Stuckenber’s The Social Problem
June 14, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from G.J. Sudduth about the sociological questions of the day
November 22, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Lawrence Phelps asking Stuckenber to lecture at Berkeley Temple School, Boston
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M. Barlett asking for money to support the Salvation Army

3-9 Correspondence 1898

February 17, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C.L. Ehrenfeld
February 17, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.H. Wagner
March 1, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Herbert C. Alleman about the committee for the Sociology Conference
March 14, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from L.W. Ellenwood
March 18, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C.W. Collinge
March 18, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J.E. Scott asking for an article for his periodical
March 25, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Ernest D. Burton asking Stuckenber to review a book for a theological journal
March 31, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong and Son
April 12, 1898 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from E.H. Johnson
April 15, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from C.F.P. Hilton about a Summer School for Sociology at Gettysburg
April 15, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Daniel I. Jones with enclosed:
April 4,1898 – from ‘The Cambrian Professorship Marietta College’ about the establishment of a professorship with a Welsh concentration
April 20, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from William W. Mills
April 25, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edgar Grim Miller
May 14, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Albert Hamilton
May 30, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from M.H. Valentine
September 12, 1898 – (post card) Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong and Son
September 29, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Shailer Matthews asking Stuckenber to write a review for the American Journal of Theology
October 1, 1898 – Newspaper article from “Boston Transcript”
October 31, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Shailer Matthews
November 1, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong and Son
November 2, 1898 – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from A.D. Frick asking for information on Albany, New York
November 11, 1898 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from J. George
ND – from J.H.W. Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
ND – from C.L. Ehrenfeld (letter incomplete)
ND – from C.L. Ehrenfeld (letter incomplete) about the Evangelist

3-10 Correspondence 1899

February 28, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from P. Anstadt & Sons Publishers
April 6, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Ernest D. Burton
May 2, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from T.S. Linscott about the publication of an article titled “Temperance and Social Progress” in *The Nineteenth Century in Twenty-Five Small Volumes*
June 2, 1899 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from A. Berstorff
June 15, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Charles M. Stock conferring upon Stuckenbg an Honorary degree of Doctor of Laws
October 4, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Joseph Cook about a publication in celebration of a colleague’s 90th birthday

**Box 4**

4-1 Correspondence 1900

January 14, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from J.H. Chamberlain about a series of lectures at Marietta College
February 2, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Joseph Cook asking Stuckenbg’s permission to print his remarks on Temperance
February 19, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from E.W. Moody
April 14, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Joseph Cook about Stuckenbg’s temperance work and publications
October 30, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Joseph Cook asking Stuckenbg to proofread an interview for publication with attached article
November 1, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Joseph Cook
November 19, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from “the Co-Operative Press” about the publication price of pamphlets
December 29, 1900 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from D.S. Gregory with suggestions for *The Homiletic Review*
ND [March 1900] – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Marie Davies (with transcription)

4-2 Correspondence 1901

February 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Elizabeth McAll
February 12, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from William W. Johnstone (with partial transcription)
May 20, 1901 – to Ella from J.H.W. Stuckenbg
May 31, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Elizabeth McAll
June 7, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from illegible (in French)
July 5, [1901] – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Elizabeth McAll (with transcription)
September 5, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Edward Dwight Eaton about Eaton’s travel plans to Germany and asking for letters of introduction from Stuckenbg
September 20, [1901] – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from J.Q. Dealey asking for Stuckenbg’s articles on Sociological logics for Brown University
November 12, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbg from Fausto Squillace (in French)
December 3, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.D. Miller about the laying of the cornerstone for the American Church in Berlin
December 21, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from I.K. Funk about space issues in *The Homiletic Review*
December 31, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from William W. Mills

4-3 Correspondence 1902

January 7, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edward Williams asking for advice in course study
January 17, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Edwin C. Pierce asking Stuckenber to speak at a Radical Club meeting in Providence Rhode Island
January 31, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Frank H. Chase asking Stuckenber to lecture at Lewiston, Maine
February 19, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from G.L. Robinson
March 8, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Alfred Williams Anthony
April 12, 1902 – to I.K. Funk from J.H.W. Stuckenber letter of resignation from Stuckenber’s position in *The Homiletic Review* (with partial transcription)
April 19, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from I.K. Funk asking Stuckenber to continue on in *The Homiletic Review*
April 22, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from D.S. Gregory about Stuckenber’s resignation
June 13, 1902 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Avu. Fausto Squillace (in Italian)
July 7, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Fausto Squillace (in French)
July 10, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Fausto Squillace (in French)
August 12, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong and Son
August 29, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Y.U. Wenner
September 28, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mrs. Joseph Cook about a biography of her husband
October 25, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from P. Anstadt and Sons about the sales of Stuckenber’s *The Social Problem*
October 29, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Hotel Somerset
November 12, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Guy W. Simon about Stuckenber’s work in *The Homiletic Review*
November 25, 1902 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from G.P. Putnam and Sons about the publication of another work on Sociology
ND – to [J.H.W. Stuckenber] from Funk and Wagnall (letter incomplete, partial transcription) about the publication of Stuckenber’s book
ND – partial transcription of letter to A.H.F. Fisher from J.H.W. Stuckenber about his feelings of rejection from the Lutheran Church

4-4 Correspondence 1903

January 9, 1903 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from G.P. Putnam and sons pricing the cost of publication of Stuckenber’s *Sociology, the Science of Human Society*
March 3, 1903 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from P. Anstadt and sons about the sale of *The Social Problem*

March 16, 1903 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Alfred Williams Anthony

March 29, [1903] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Elizabeth McAll (with transcription)

April 3, 1903 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from John G. Woolley

  Attached: note dated April 6 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

May 5, 1903 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from John G. Woolley

  Attached: note dated May 18 to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about Mary’s work in Berlin

October 5, 1903 – resolution of the St. Mark’s Lutheran Church Council on the death of J.H.W. Stuckenberg

October 12, 1903 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Edward A. Ross about Stuckenbergs *Sociology or the Science of Human Society* (with transcription)

December 20, 1903 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from J.M. Evan

4-5 Correspondence Not Dated

ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Geo. H. Young (letter incomplete, with transcription)

ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from G.E. Harsh about a lecture (letter incomplete, with transcription)

ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from W.C. Haskinson about Haskinson’s new position in Sacramento, California (with transcription)

ND [July 13] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary H. Goldsmith giving money to the American Church in Berlin (with transcription)

ND – no signatures about *The [Lutheran] Evangelist*

ND – from Elise O. Siebert (with transcription)

ND – no signature about fashion (letter incomplete, with transcription)

ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from I.A. Kinloch (with transcription)

ND – to [J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] letter of introduction

ND – no signature about charities (letter incomplete, with transcription)

ND – from C.H.S. (letter incomplete)

ND – [to J.H.W. Stuckenberg] from Fred L. Kingsbury asking for financial assistance to teach Bulgarian children Christianity (letter incomplete, with transcription)

ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Harriet C. Foss (with transcription)

ND [August 27] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Julia Wilhelm; letter of goodbye to Stuckenbergs when leaving Berlin (with transcription)

ND – no signature [Countess Marie Waldersee] (letter incomplete, with transcription)

ND – [to J.H.W. Stuckenberg] (letter incomplete)


ND – fragment
ND – [to J.H.W. Stuckenberg] (in German)

Sub-Series B – J.H.W. Stuckenberg and Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg Correspondence

4-6 Correspondence 1865

May 8, 1865 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg—not yet married] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 8, 1865 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 10, 1865 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
August 2, 1865 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
August 21, 1865 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 11, 1865 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

ND – to [Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)
ND – to [Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)

4-7 Correspondence 1866

June 20, 1866 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] (letter incomplete)
July 11, [1866] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]
November 13, 1866 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 21, 1866 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)
December 17, 1866 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

4-8 Correspondence 1867

January 10, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
January 10, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]
January 12, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]
January 16, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
January 22, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete) discusses marriage
January 28, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 1, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 8, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]
February 15, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 23, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 3, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 11, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 24, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 22, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 24, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 4, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 18, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbo from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 7, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 15, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
August 1, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 7, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 23, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 27, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 28, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
October 29, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 3, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 23, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
December 1, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
December 8, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
December 15, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
December 15, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
December 22, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
December 22, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
December 29, 1867 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
December 29, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenbo
ND [December 1867] – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenbo

4-9 Correspondence 1868

January 3, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
January 6, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
January 12, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
January 19, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
February 16, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 5, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 19, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
March 31, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 8, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenbo from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo]
April 27, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenbo
May 4, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 24, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 31, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 7, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenbo
June 16, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 24, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenbo] from J.H.W. Stuckenbo

discusses a trial in which Stuckenbo must testify
June 28, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
July 5, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
discusses the trial in depth
July 5, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
July 6, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 16, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
July 20, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 21, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
July 27, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 12, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 17, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
September 24, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 8, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 14, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
discusses his disdain with the Synod
November 13, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
November 16, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
December 8, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
December 13, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
December 16, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
December 23, 1868 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
December 31, 1868 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber

4-10 Correspondence 1869

January 1, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
January 19, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
discusses their marriage
February 24, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
March 7, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
April 6, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber sets
marriage date for the summer
April 18, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
April 26, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
May 10, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 26, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 16, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
discusses the wedding and views on marriage
June 23, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 6, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 17, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 14, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 24, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 6, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber]
September 13, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
about their marriage plans
September 17, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg concerning a marriage date and plans
September 20, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] again discussing a marriage date
October 7, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg set a wedding date of October 27, 1869
October 8, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg discusses wedding plans
October 20, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 22, 1869 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 23, 1869 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]

4-11 Correspondence 1872

February 12, 1872 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while visiting Indianapolis
June 10, 1872 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg, while Mary is visiting in Erie
June 11, 1872 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

4-12 Correspondence 1873

August 1, 1873 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg discusses a position offered to him at Wittenberg College

4-13 Correspondence 1874

October 13, 1874 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg

4-14 Correspondence 1875

August 30, 1875 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg, Mary is in Clinton, Ohio getting treatment for an illness
August 31, 1875 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 1, 1875 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 7, 1875 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 12, 1875 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
September 13, 1875 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 16, 1875 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

4-15 Correspondence 1878

August 31, 1878 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg, she is again sick and in Clifton Springs [Ohio]
September 3, 1878 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 27, 1878 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND [August 1878] – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg

4-16 Correspondence 1879

September 3, 1879 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 11, 1879 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

Box 5

5-1 Correspondence 1882

February 8, 1882 – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his book and travels in London
February 9, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 10, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 10, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about the book proposal in London
February 11, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 12, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg more about his book
February 12, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 13, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 14, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 14, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 15, 1882 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 16, 1882 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 16-18, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his observances in London
February 17, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 18, 1882 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 19, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 20, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 20, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 20, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg, making plans to go back to Berlin
February 22, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
February 22, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 4, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg at a bath for medicinal reasons
July 4, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 5, 1882 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 5, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 6, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 6, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg, J.H.W. Stuckenberg writing another book
July 7, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 7, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 8, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 8, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 9, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 9, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 10, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 10, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 11, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg, making plans to go to Switzerland
July 11, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 12, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 12, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 13, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 13, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 14, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 15, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg discusses occurrences in Middle East with British
July 16, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 16, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 17, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 18, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 19, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 20, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 20, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 21, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 22, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 23, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 24, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 24, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 25, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 26, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 27, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 29, 1882 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 29, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 30, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 31, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 31, 1882 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

5-2 Correspondence 1883

May 1, 1883 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 5, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 9, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 10, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 11, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 12, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 14, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 15, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 16, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 17, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 18, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 19, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 20, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 21, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 22, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 23, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 23, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 24, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 26, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 27, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 29, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 30, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 1, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 1, 1883 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W.
Stuckenber
June 2, 1883 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W.
Stuckenber
June 2, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 4, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 5, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 31, 1883 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
September 9, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
ND [September 1883] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
about his book (letter incomplete)

5-3 Correspondence 1884

June 8, 1884 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber, again in
Franzensbad
June 10, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 12, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 13, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 14, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 15, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 16, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 17, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 19, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 20, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 21, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber finished his manuscript and visited Reichstag, saw Bismarck
June 22, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 23, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 24, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 25, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 26, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 27, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 28, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber about a possible presidency at Gettysburg College [rumor]
June 29, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 30, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 1, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 2, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 3, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 4, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber about Independence Day celebration in Berlin
July 6, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 8, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 9, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber last letter to Franzenbad
July 26, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenber
ND [Thursday] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 7, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber while on Vacation traveling throughout Europe starting in Scandinavian Countries
August 10, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 11, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 12, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 13, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 16, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber

5-4 Correspondence 1885

July 30, [1885] – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber while en route to Southampton
July 31, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 2, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 3, 1885 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 13, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 14, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 16-17, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 25, 1885 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 26, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 30, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 2, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 6, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
about financial problems in Erie with her family, asking J.H.W. to come home
September 11, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
September 18, 1885 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich
Stuckenber while Mary is in Erie
September 20, 1885 – cablegram to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from J.H.W.
Stuckenber
September 22, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
September 28, 1885 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
November 11, 1885 – [to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber
about a painting by van Dyck he purchased at an auction

5-5 Correspondence 1886

August 9, 1886 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber

5-6 Correspondence 1887

July 25, 1887 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber

5-7 Correspondence 1888

April 2-4, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber on her
way back to the U.S. [to raise funds for the American Church in Berlin]
April 3, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
April 5, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
April 15, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber (letter
incomplete)
April 16-17, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
April 20, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
April 22, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
April 26, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
April 29, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 4, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 4, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 6, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 6, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 8, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber he was
diagnosed with a kidney disease
May 10, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 19, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 20, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 21, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 26, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
June 1, 1888 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 6, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
June 10, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
June 12, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 14, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
June 17, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
June 20, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
June 25, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
June 27, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
July 1, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
July 2, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 3, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
July 8, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
July 12, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
July 16, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber with his plans to travel – to America
ND [July 1888] – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 11, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 27, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 28, 1888 – (Post Card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 30, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber about possible lecture topics, locations and dates
August 30, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 31, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 19, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 23, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber, Stuckenber heading back to Berlin
September 26, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
September 29, 1888 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 30, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 6, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 9, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 10, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 14, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 14, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 17, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 19, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber about his writings for publication
October 22, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 23, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 26, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 27, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 27, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber...
October 29, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
October 29-30, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 29, 1888 – (cablegram) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 2, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 6, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 6, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 8, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 9, 1888 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 11, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 13, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 15, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 16, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 19, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 23, 1888 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
believes she has $27,000 pledged to the church cause
November 23, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND – [possibly 1888 or 1885] to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)
ND – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)

5-8 Correspondence 1889

May 28, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while in Switzerland on vacation (with partial transcription)
June 2, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 10, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
considers giving up his work in the American Church in Berlin in order to focus on writing
June 14, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 16, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND – [1889] to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

5-9 Correspondence 1891

March 17, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while on vacation in Italy
March 21, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 21, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 22, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
March 22, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 23, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 24, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
March 26, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
March 26, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 27, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 28, 1891 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
March 28, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 29, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 30, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 31, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 1, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 3, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 3, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 3, 1891 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
April 6, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 9, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 10, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 12, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 18, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while Mary is on vacation with her sister Gertrude
May 19, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 20, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 4, 1891 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND [March 1891] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

5-10 Correspondence 1892

[February 7, 1892] – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his search for a publisher for *Life of Kant*
[February 21, 1892] – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 4, 1892 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 4, 1892 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 11, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 19, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 22, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 29, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 5, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
October 31, 1892 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 7, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

5-11 Correspondence 1893
August 2, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

5-12 Correspondence 1894
July 20, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg after her departure to the United States
July 28, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 31, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
August 5, 1894 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
August 19, 1894 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 4, 1894 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while traveling to lecture
November 5, 1894 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 8, 1894 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

5-13 Correspondence 1895
April 6, 1895 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 1, [1895] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
September 19, 1895 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while at the General Synod meetings
November 20, 1895 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

5-14 Correspondence 1896
February 26, 1896 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 24, 1896 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
5-15 Correspondence 1897

February 12, 1897 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 5, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 11, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
(partially in German) about J.H.W.’s church service and work with the Synods in Mansfield, Ohio
July 4, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 5, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 12, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 15, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 29, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 31, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
November 30, 1897 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
December 25, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber,
while Mary is headed home to Erie after the death of a family member
December 31, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber

5-16 Correspondence 1898

January 1, 1898 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
January 2, 1898 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
March 13, 1898 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
March 20, 1898 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber

5-17 Correspondence 1899

January 3, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
January 4, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
January 6, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
January 9, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
January 10, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
January 11, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
January 16, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber about her lectures in Newark, New Jersey
January 19, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
January 24, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber about her work in New Jersey for the Temperance movement
March 29, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
April 5, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
May 20, 1899 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber while J.H.W. is in Germany researching for a book
June 14, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 20, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
June 25-26, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
July 9, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 10, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
July 19, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 23, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 26, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
July 30, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 3, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 3, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 6, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 9, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 13, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 14, 1899 – to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 15, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
August 27, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber while in Paris, France
September 3, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
September 6, 1899 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber last correspondence before leaving Europe
ND – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from J.H.W. Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber

**Box 6**

6-1  Correspondence 1900

April 13, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 22, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 25, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
October 29, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
November 1, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
November 5, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber while Mary is traveling giving lectures on temperance
November 9, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 11, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 13, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 14, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 16, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 18, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 21, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
November 28, 1900 – (post card) to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 30, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
December 5, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

6-2 Correspondence 1901

May 3, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg on his voyage to Great Britain
May 7, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)
May 10, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 13, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 20, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 24, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)
May 26, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg discusses the drinking and “pleasurable” habits of the English
May 31, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
June 2, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 3, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about his sociological work with another letter dated June 14
June 21, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg about the Boer War (in Africa)
June 28, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 7, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 14, 1901 – to J.H.W. Stuckenberg from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 19-20, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 23-24, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 27, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
August 3, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg with plans to return to Boston

6-3 Correspondence 1902

May 13, 1902 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from [J.H.W. Stuckenberg] (letter incomplete) while in NY meeting with the editors of *The Homiletic Review*
6-4 Correspondence 1903

January 7, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while searching for a publisher for *Purpose and Method of Study* in New York
March 31, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg while Mary is on her way to Berlin
April 3, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 13, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 17, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
April 20, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg with plans to travel – to London
April 22, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 2, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 5, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 8, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 10, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 10, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 12, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 14, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 15, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 17, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 20, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 22, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 24, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
May 26, 1903 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg

6-5 Correspondence Not Dated

November 6, ND – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND – miscellaneous correspondence from J.H.W. Stuckenberg to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg (with transcriptions) 16pp
ND – miscellaneous correspondence from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg to J.H.W. Stuckenberg (with transcriptions) 7pp

6-6 Sub-Series C – Stuckenberg Family Correspondence
August 24, 1850 – to Herman Heinrich Stuckenberg (Brother) from Anna Mary Pentermann in German
January 4, 1852 – to Stuckenber [S. L. Luairz]
May 30, 1852 – to [Herman Rudolph] Stuckenber from H. Gerdsen in German
[June] 20, 1853
[September] 3, 1854 – to Uncle and Family from [Inbus Wolfe] Also signed Anna Maria Stuckenber
[February] 12, 1855
June 19, 1855 – to H.H. Stuckenber from Anna Maria Kanyier
February 4, 1857
May 12, 1858 – from H.R. Stuckenber
[February] 25, 1859 – from H.R. Stuckenber
[August] 11, 1859 – from H.R. Stuckenber
November 8, 1859
November 29, 1859
September 14, 1866 – to H.H. Stuckenber from Lindsay [Plakiston] denying the publication of J.H.W. Stuckenber’s book on same page letter to J.H.W. Stuckenber from Eliza Stuckenber, Anna Behmer and A.M. Stuckenber (parts in German)
December [1871]
September 11, [1874]
September 19, 1887 – to H.H. Stuckenber from B.A. Prince
October 13, 1887 – to H.H. Stuckenber from R. Mitchell about stockholders in The Lutheran Evangelist Co.
June 15, ND
October 5, ND
July 22, ND
July 4, ND
February 2[2], ND
September 13, ND
October 8, ND
October 24, ND
June, ND
May 15, ND
October 25, ND
January 15, ND – To her child [J.H.W. Stuckenber]
January 23, ND – To her child [J.H.W. Stuckenber]
ND – to [H.R.] Stuckenber from H. Gerdsen
April 27, ND [before August 1856]
[January] 25, ND
March [12], ND – To her child [J.H.W. Stuckenber]
ND – from Anna Maria Stuckenber

Sub-Series D – Third Party Correspondence
6-7 Correspondence to 1860

January 9, 1843 – to F.W. Conrad from [Samuel] Sprecher about a pastor position
November 16, 1843 – to F.W. Conrad from the Elders and Deacons of Christ Church asking Conrad to become pastor at the church
August 28, 1845 – to Brother Conrad
January 22, 1847 – to F.W. Conrad from B. Kurtz about a proof for The Lutheran Observer
August 16, 1848 – to Brother Conrad from C.P. Krauth
April 10, [1849] – to F.W. Conrad from Samuel Sprecher discussing the position of President of Wittenberg College
June 21, 18[49] – to F.W. Conrad from Samuel Sprecher discussing his new position of President of Wittenberg College
July 8, 1850 – to Brother Conrad from Paul Sprecher
January 29, 1853 – to Reverend S. Conrad from C.P Krauth
November 29, 1858 – to Congregation from Reverend J.W. Conrad (introducing J.H.W. Stuckenberg to his congregation in Dayton, Ohio)
June 25, 1859 – to Brother Conrad from [W.A. Passavant]
November 1859 – (In German)
December 28, 1859

6-8 Correspondence 1861

January 7, 1861 – to [Malcor W. Surman] from William Salsford
March 21, 1861 – note of R.S. Maury

6-9 Correspondence 1865

March 17, 1865 – to Reverend Victor Conrad from W.A. Passavant

6-10 Correspondence 1866

January 9, 1866 – to Conrad from Irw. F. Charpenning
October 6, 1866 – to Brother Conrad from G. Diehl

6-11 Correspondence 1867

January 14, 1867 – to F.W. Conrad from S.A. Bowman

6-12 Correspondence 1869

April 21, 1869 – to F.W. Conrad from G. Diehl discusses the relations of The Lutheran Observer newspaper
May 8, 1869 – to ‘the Children of the Evangelical Lutheran Sunday School at Pittsburgh Pennsylvania’ from P. Willard thanking the children for their donation to an orphanage under Willard
November 6, 1869 – to J.G. Goettman from Azro Goff

6-13 Correspondence 1870

February 2, 1870 – to F.W. Conrad from S. Altman asking for his assistance in a disagreement in the Iowa Synod
April 5, 1870 – to F.W. Conrad from J.L. Smith
September 20, 1870 – to F.W. Conrad from R.A. Fink

6-14 Correspondence 1872

January 19, 1872 – to Dr. Conrad from J.A. Brown about the ‘[Lutheran] Observer’
September 4, 1872 – to F.W. Conrad from J.L. Smith about starting a new church in Ohio
ND – to F.W. Conrad from J.A. Brown about publishing a letter in the ‘Observer’

6-15 Correspondence 1873

November 3, 1873 – to F.W. Conrad from Phillip Schaff about an article in the ‘Tribune’
ND – to F.W. Conrad from [Th Cuylar]

6-16 Correspondence 1885

March 16, 1885 – from A. von Doering (in German) Note on Letter states it addresses the women Missionaries
December 31, 1885 – to F.W. Conrad from Jos A. Leiss

6-17 Correspondence 1886

October 9, 1886 – to F.W. Conrad from H.E. Jacobs about Conrad’s Catechism

6-18 Correspondence 1889

February 16, 1889 – to Dr. Thompson from Philip Shaff; letter of introduction
June 3, 1889 – to Brother Conrad from Samuel Sprecher, congratulating him for 50 years of ministry service
October 29, 1889 – to J.M. Sherwood from Sydney S. Bagster about a religious debate on Canon Cheynis

6-19 Correspondence 1890

November 25, 1890 – to Mrs. Stranahan from A.J.F. Behunde (with transcription)

6-20 Correspondence 1891
April 14, 1891 – to Jennie Dana Noyes from A.H. Bradford giving suggestions for raising the funds for the American Church in Berlin
April 22, 1891 – to Commissioner Railton from Mary Agnes Welson about Clara E. Dawson, believes the Stuckenbergs have information

6-21 Correspondence 1892
April 25, 1892 – to C from Phelps (with partial transcriptions)

6-22 Correspondence 1893
February 24, 1893 – to Dr. Richard from M. Valentine about *The World*

**Box 7**

7-1 Correspondence 1903
June 10, 1903 – to Gertrude from Eda Camphausen; letter of sympathy for the loss of J.H.W. Stuckenberg
July 12, 1903 – to “Miss Gingrich” [Gertrude] from Sylvester F. Scovel; letter of sympathy

7-2 Correspondence 1906
December 4, 1906 – to Mary Davies from J.F. Dickie about founding a Christian women’s college referring Davies to Stuckenberg
December 5, 1906 – to ‘Mary’ [Waldersee] from Mary Davies about a Christian women’s college in Germany

7-3 Correspondence 1912
August 30, 1912 – to William Estabrook Chancellor from George H. Doran about the use of Stuckenberg’s *Introduction to the Study of Sociology* in a book on Sociology

7-4 Correspondence 1918
February 5, 1918 – to C.P. Milne from William E. Barton

7-5 Correspondence 1933
January 27, 1933 – to Gertrude Gingrich from Barbara Neiville Parker about the Cranach Painting of Luther owned by J.H.W. Stuckenberg
February 6, 1933 – to Gertrude Gingrich from Philip Hendy about the authenticity of the Cranach Painting
7-6 Correspondence 1934

February 11, 1934 – to Henry W.A. Hanson from Gertrude Gingrich thanking Hanson for his sympathy at the loss of Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg

7-7 Correspondence 1937

May 29, 1937 – to Henry W.A. Hanson from Gertrude Gingrich about the whereabouts of the Cranach Painting of Luther
  Attached: Boston Museum of Fine Arts “Notice to Lenders” sent to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg in receipt of the loan of the Cranach Painting

7-8 Correspondence Not Dated

ND – to Frederick from Victor (with transcription)
ND [March 23] – note or correspondence of W.H. Dawson (with transcription)
ND – [to F.W. Conrad] from F.G.M. about a publication [The Lutheran Observer] (with transcription)
ND [October 9] – to [F.W. Conrad] from F.G.M. about F.G.M.’s article (with transcription)
ND – to Brother C [F.W. Conrad] from C.A.H about religious events at Gettysburg College
ND – to President of Gettysburg College from William F. See
[ND] April 12 – to F.W. Conrad from G. Stork

Series II – Chaplain 145th Regiment Pennsylvania Volunteers

7-9 1861 transaction record and April 2, 1861 to April 25, 1861 diary
7-10 October 5, 1862 Contract forming the 145th Regiment PA Volunteer’s regimental church
7-11 October 6, 1862 to May 9, 1863 Diary as Chaplain of 145th Regiment PA Volunteers (with photocopy)
7-12 July 29, 1863 to September 10, 1863 Diary as Chaplain of 145th Regiment PA Volunteers
7-13 November 9, 1862 Unit History/Diary (with photocopy)

Box 8
8-1 Diary entry dated February 24
8-2 May 23, 1863 Leave of Absence Approval
8-3 August 11, 1863 Leave of Absence Approval
8-4 June 25, 1865 Diary entry—removed from Correspondence of 1865
8-5 January 6, 1864 Lecture on the Battle of Gettysburg given by J.H.W. Stuckenberg in Warren [Pennsylvania] (with photocopy)

Series III – Works by J.H.W. Stuckenberg
8-6 Sub Series A – Lectures/Address

June 9, 1857 Valedictory Address at Wittenberg College (3 unpublished editions)
July 28, 1859 Lecture entitled “Value of Scientific Investigation to the Christian”
Davenport, Iowa
March 28, 1898 Lecture on the New Social Era
September 4-8, 1900 Series of Lectures at the Summer School in Lewiston, Maine
November 5, 1900 Lecture given in Lewiston, Maine, entitled “The Fundamental Problem of Sociology: What is Society?”
Notes for a lecture on The Social Problem
Notes for a lecture/sermon on “Doubters”

8-7 Sub-Series B – Articles

Circa 1849-50’s – “The Doctrines and Usages of the English Lutheran Church in the United States, Considered Chiefly, as differing from those of the Mother Church” (unpublished manuscript)
May 1855 – “Meditation” – unpublished manuscript
Circa 1890 – unpublished article “Emperor William the Second” – unpublished manuscript
September 8, 1891 – article entitled “Itinerant Club” by J.H.W. Stuckenber
“Conditions of Successful Study” – unpublished manuscript
“How to Deal with the Unemployed” – unpublished manuscript
“Our Trade with Europe” written in Cambridge, Massachusetts – unpublished manuscript
“The Theology of Albrecht Ritschil” from The American Journal of Theology – five copies of the published article
John Frederick Smith [written by J.H.W. Stuckenber] – unpublished biography
ND [1892] – article J.H.W. Stuckenber’s defense of his work and thoughts

8-8 Sub-Series C – Pamphlets

1880 – August Neander: A Sketch of his Life, Characteristics and Influence by J.H.W. Stuckenber published in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania
Orthodox Lutheranism in German and the Confessional Position of the General
1892 – Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in the United States by J.H.W. Stuckenber published in Dayton, Ohio

8-9 Sub-Series D – Books

Photocopies of A Liturgy for the use of the Evangelical Lutheran Church. Published by The General Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church with typed notes by J.H.W. Stuckenber
See also *A Liturgy for the use of the Evangelical Lutheran Church* held in Special Collections Musselman Library LC # BX 8067.A3 1847

“Anglo-American Unity in Diversity” - unpublished manuscript written for *Christian Sociology*

April 7, 1896 – “Preface” to Stuckenberg’s book *The Social Problem* – unpublished manuscript

**Box 9**

**Series IV – Personal Papers**

**9-1 Sub-Series A – Biographical Information**

- April 1839 – Church Records of the Stuckenberg family bearing both church seal and Hannover Kingdom seal
- June 8, 1844 – Naturalization papers for Herman Rudolph Stuckenberg (J.H.W.’s father) in the State of Ohio
- J.H.W. Stuckenberg’s grades at Wittenberg College for Preparatory and Freshman Classes
- May 29, 1876 – Minister’s License of J.H.W. Stuckenberg for Ohio
- ND – notes of Stuckenberg’s ancestry (in German)
- October 5, 1903 – resolution of the St. Mark’s Lutheran Church Council on the death of J.H.W. Stuckenberg

**9-2 Sub-Series B – Diary**

- Diary of J.H.W. Stuckenberg beginning July 26, 1883 while in Moritz, Switzerland discussing books

**Sub-Series C – Class Notes**

9-3 October 21, 1859 – Class notes for “Synopsis” Professor H. Tholuck at the University of Halle
9-4 1859 – Class notes for “Genesis” Professor Dr. H. Humpfeld at the University of Halle

**Box 10**

10-1 October 24, 1860 – Class notes for “Prolegomena” Professor Julius Müller at the University of Halle
10-2 1865 – Class notes for “Theologie und Philosophie” [Theology and Philosophy] different professors on these topics at the University of Gottingen
10-3 April 27, 1866 – Class notes for “Ethik” [Ethics] Professor Dr. Beck at the University of Gottingen

**Box 11**
11-1 1866 – Class notes for “Theologie des Neue Testament mit Leben Jesus”
[Theology of the New Testament with the Life of Jesus] Professor Dr. Dorner at
the University of Berlin
11-2 September 26, 1890 and May 9, 1890 – Articles from The North-China Harold
entitled “The Rationale of Chinese Contentness”, “The Natural History of the
Chinese Boy” and “The Natural History of the Chinese Girl”

11-3 Sub-Series D – Newspaper Clippings – about J.H.W. Stuckenberg

ND [1892] – newspaper clipping from a German newspaper discusses the
author’s trip to Berlin where she/he became acquainted with J.H.W. Stuckenber
(article incomplete)
December 4, 1900 – Article from The Lewiston Daily Sun on J.H.W. Stuckenber
entitled “Dr. Stuckenber Says Nations are not Organisms which Grow Old and
Decay.” (2 Copies)
January 4, 1901 – Newspaper clipping from Lutherischer Kirchenfruend entitled
“Einer der ersten fruende des ‘Lutherischer Kirchenfreundes’” article about J.H.W.
Stuckenber
February 19, 1901 – article from The Lewiston Daily Sun entitled “Dr.
Stuckenber: His Closing Lecture on Social Problems, Social Needs, Social
Hopes.” (2 Copies)
ND – notice of Dr. Stuckenber’s fifth lecture
ND – article entitled “Dr. Stuckenber Speaks on Phases of the Social Problem
Affected by Different Relations, Labor Question Foundation, Struggle for Beling
First Element of Force in the Labor Problem, Equality of Mankind”
ND – obituary of Dr. Stuckenber (incomplete)
ND – article entitled “The Present Demand” by J.H.W. Stuckenber
Newspaper Clipping: from Boston Newspaper with article entitled “Many Rare
Maps: Professor Stuckenber has Fines Collection in World.”
Newspaper Clipping: entitled “He Lives for Maps: Few Prizes Left where Dr.
Stuckenber Gleans.”
ND – Newspaper clipping entitled “Social and Ethical Section” from The
Homiletic Review about J.H.W. Stuckenber’s work for the paper

Box 12

12-1 Scrapbook: with Newspaper clippings, mostly about J.H.W. Stuckenber and his
work but includes stories of interest to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber and her work

Box 13

13-1 Sub-Series E – German Postcard Collection

Color and black and white photo postcards from Bramsche, Germany; never sent;
most likely meant as souvenirs; circa early 1904
13-2 Sub-Series F – Notes

- ND – J.H.W. Stuckenberg schedules and notes
- Plan of work between Drs. Sprecher and Stuckenberg for the Theological Department of Wittenberg College
- Notes on Education
- Notes on 24th Chapter of Luke 32nd Verse
- “Events Connected with the Crucifixion of Christ”
- Notes on Theology
- Notes about Julius Müller [for biography]
- Notes on Ranke
- Notes on Halle, Germany
- Notes on Kant
- Notes on Ministerial Temptations

August 1864 – Notes
May 15, 1854 – notes for Lectures, Addresses, or Sermons
Notes on conscience

Hymns and Psalms – 67 Manuscript pages
Two notes once attached to maps in the Stuckenberg Map Collection (in German)
Sketch, most likely of a map perhaps of India (Delhi and Himalayas denoted on sketch)
Notes possibly about a map in the Stuckenberg Collection

13-4 Series V – Photographs

J.H.W. Stuckenberg circa 1875 (SC ID# 9850)
Berlin circa 1860 (SC ID# 9866)
Stuckenber’s Home in Berlin (interior) circa 1880 (SC ID# 9851)
Stuckenber’s home in Berlin (interior) circa 1880 (SC ID# 9852)
Stuckenber at his desk in Berlin circa 1880 (SC ID# 9853)
Stuckenber’s home in Berlin (interior) circa 1880 (two copies) (SC ID# 9854)
Stuckenber’s home in Berlin (interior) circa 1880 (two copies) (SC ID# 9855)
J.H.W. Stuckenberg September 1862 (two copies) (SC ID# 9846)
J.H.W. Stuckenberg circa 1862 (two copies) (SC ID# 9845)
Frances Hart 1894(SC ID# 9856)
Mary Gingrich Stuckenber and five girls circa 1890 (SC ID# 9865)
J.H.W. Stuckenberg [as Student] Daguerreotype with case circa 1850 (SC ID# 9849)
Two unidentified women [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] circa 1880 (SC ID# 9857)
[Stuckenber/Gingrich] farmhouse circa 1890 (SC ID# 9864)
Unidentified woman circa 1870 (SC ID# 9862)
Unidentified woman circa 1890 (SC ID# 9863)
Unidentified woman circa 1860 (SC ID# 9859)
Unidentified woman circa 1860 possibly J.H.W. Stuckenber’s mother (SC ID# 9858)
Unidentified woman circa 1890 possibly Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg (SC ID# 9861)
Unidentified woman circa 1880 (SC ID# 9860)
Copy of the Painting “The Rabe” of Jesus (SC ID# 9867)
[1869] photograph of J.H.W. Stuckenberg
ND photograph woman and two children (boy and girl) (No SC ID#)
1980 photograph of the Lucas Cranach Painting of Luther taken by the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

Box 14

Series VI – Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
Sub-Series A – Correspondence

14-1 Correspondence 1865
June 29, 1865 – to Mr. Garver from Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg]
November 5, 1865 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from Albert H. Jarecki

14-2 Correspondence 1867
March 10, 1867 – to Mary Gingrich [Stuckenberg] from Henry Gingrich

14-3 Correspondence 1870
ND [January 10, 1870] – to Mrs. Goff from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg (with transcript)

14-4 Correspondence 1872
September 13, 1872 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from A.M. Negley

14-5 Correspondence 1873
December 29, 1873 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from H. Gingrich

14-6 Correspondence 1874
November 20, 1874 – to Mrs. Fawcett from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
ND – [to family] from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg

14-7 Correspondence 1876
October 11, 1876 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Anna M. Negley

14-8 Correspondence 1878
January 30, 1878 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from R.W. Lyte
December 8, 1878 – to [Imdiebel] from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
December 31, 1878 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber (part of a letter)

14-9 Correspondence 1879

May 6, 1879 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from E.B. Shaffer
May 12, 1879 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from C.A. Slute about a lecture
July 25, 1879 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from C.A. Slute
August 1879 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from G.H. Lapham about the
history of Penn Yan, New York apparently this is where MGS took a trip with her
doctor (Foster)

14-10 Correspondence 1880

January 1, 1880 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
May 20, 1880 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Emeline Geise minutes of
the first meeting of the Women’s Home and Foreign Missionary Society
June 17, 1880 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from S.A. Redfim discusses
women’s missionary work
August 19, 1880 – to Gertie from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber describing their trip
across the ocean to Hamburg
September 2, 1880 – to Brother [Walter Gingrich] from Mary Gingrich
Stuckenber about Berlin
September 12, 1880 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber more about
her observations in Germany
December 15, 1880 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from D.A. Day about his
mission work [Muhlenberg Mission]
ND [late December, 1880] – to Sister from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber about the
Christmas and New Year’s festivities in Berlin, Germany

14-11 Correspondence 1881

February 20, 1881/March 7, 1881 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
about family happenings and about Berlin and its royalty’s history
May 22, 1881/June 5, 1881 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
describing their travels, moved to Paris
July 17, 1881 – to ‘Home friends’ from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber (letter
incomplete)
September 10, [1881] – [to family] from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber about their
travels in Switzerland (letter incomplete)
October 28, 1881 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from E. Jane Spence
ND [February-May,1881] – [to her Sabbath School ‘boys’] from Mary Gingrich
Stuckenber (letter incomplete) describing life in Berlin

14-12 Correspondence 1883
February 19, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from F. Obana
May 4, 1883 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 21, 1883 – to Imdiebel [Mary’s Sister] from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
August 26, 1883 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg about climbing the Alps in Switzerland
November 15, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from F. Obana about Christianity in Japan
December 1, 1883 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from H. Bylandt (in German)

14-13 Correspondence 1884

March 26, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from K. Bain
June 10, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from A. Bernstorff
June 16, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from E. Jarecki
June 16, 1884 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
June 23, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from F.M. Wecks about the events in their church and missionary work since the Stuckenberg’s departed for Europe
June 23, [1884] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Geo McScalas
August 24, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.E. Buxton
August 31, 1884 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.E. Buxton

14-14 Correspondence 1885

April 22, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Countess Waldersee (in German) inviting Stuckenberg to tea
June 1, 1885 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Ethelbert Nevin

14-15 Correspondence 1886

February 13, 1886 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Anne von Budvitzki
February 18, 1886 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg (in German)
February 28, 1886 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Gräfin (Countess) Waldersee invitation to a Bible study (translation: [We] invite you to a Bible study given by Pastor von Schlümbach at our home Tuesday March 2 at 3 O’clock)

14-16 Correspondence 1887

March 27, 1887 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Th. Christhet
April 5, 1887 – to Walter [Gingrich—brother] from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg about the possibility of attending Boston University
May 30, 1887 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
July 27, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Frances Willard appointing
Stuckenber vice president of the Woman’s National Christian Temperance
Union in Germany

14-17 Correspondence 1888

January 20, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from F.J. Wiswell
February 24, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary B. Willard
March 28, 1888 – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from Cora about her
engagement
April 2, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Arthur McGiffert
May 13, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Marie Waldersee
giving advice for the new American Church Building
May 21, 1888 – to James Willis from Richard Storm asking for assistance in the
American Church cause (copy)
May 21, 1888 – to Mother from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
May 21, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from [F.F. Ellenwin] about his
donation to the American Church in Berlin
June 5, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.M. Buckley giving Mary
advice on raising money
June 20, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Alexander McKenzie
June 27, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Frances Willard
June 27, 1888 – to Countess Walderssee from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
thanking her for her contribution (possibly not sent)
July 9, [1888] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary B. Wiscard
July 12, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from H. Sterling Pomeroy assuring
his support and efforts in Boston for the American Church in Berlin
ND [May 1888] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Grace
August 9, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Susan S. Pessenden
August 25, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Josiah Strong
August 29, 1888 – to J.H.W. and Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Joseph Cook
September 1888 – chain letter to collect money for the American Church in Berlin
September 6, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Josiah Strong
September 26, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from George B. Stevens
asking her to give as much information as possible about the progress for the
American Church in Berlin fundraiser
September 30, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Clara H. Stranahan
about the progress of the chain letters
October 5, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Edward L. Pierce about
placing his son and daughter in a German home to study
October 8, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from R.P. Storrs
October 18, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from George B. Stevens asking
her to come to New Haven to meet with prospective donors
October 26, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from N. Porter
October 30, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Cornelia Warren
November 11, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Noah Porter
November 23, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Ellen Sheffield Phelps
December 7, 1888 – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from Ethan A. Gray
December 9, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary B. Willard
welcoming Mary home to Berlin
December 19, 1888 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Waldersee
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from W.W.P.
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Emma

14-18 Correspondence 1889

January 23, 1889 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from von
Knobelsdorff apologizing for being unable to meet Stuckenber at the appointed
time and asking to reschedule their meeting (in German)
February 10, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Alice C. Moen
February 21, 1889 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from von
Knobelsdorff scheduling a meeting time (in German)
March 22, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Marie Waldersee
(with Transcription)
August 21, 1889 and October 15, 1889 – to Imdiebel from Mary Gingrich
Stuckenber
October 21, 1889 – to Imbiedel from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber giving her
impression of a Cranach painting and describing Weimar
November 13, 1889 – (post card) to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from
Schwarzkopf (in German)
November 23, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Sarah E. Duffield
December 8, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Marie Waldersee (with
transcript)
December 13, 1889 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from A.
Bernstorff
December 31, 1889 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Clara Davie[s]
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from [Mauerschonwender] (in German)

14-19 Correspondence 1890

February 13, 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from C.C. Bragdon about
funding for the American Church in Berlin
March 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from the Committee in New York,
Mrs. J.S.T. Stranahan, Mrs. Robert J. Benedict, and Mrs. A.S. Barnes (with notes
of Mary Gingrich Stuckenber on back about the fundraising)
March 5, 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Martha Lindley
April 14, [1890] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John R. Crosser asking
for an account of J.H.W. Stuckenber’s work in Germany (with transcription)
May 1, 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Rhoda Rogers
June 12, [1890] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John R. Crosser (with
transcript)
June 16, [1890] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John R. Crosser
June 30, 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from I. Nitobe
July 1, 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Clara H. Stranahan
September 14, 1890 – to “Mama” [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber’s mother] from [Gertrude Gingrich]
Reverse September 15, 1890 to “Mama” from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
October 7, 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from L.T. Chamberlain about the fundraising efforts for the American Church in Berlin
October 19, [1890] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John R. Crosser [Basser]
October 29-30, 1890 – to “Mama” from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
November 11, [1890] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John R. Crosser (with transcription)
December 13, 1890 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Waldersee asking her to contribute the funds for a benefit concert

14-20 Correspondence 1891

January 26, [1891] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John R. Crosser (with transcription)
April 15, 1891 – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from Henriette Schoch (in German)
April 22, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary Waldersee
April 29, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary Clemen Leavitt
attached:
April 21, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary Clement Leavitt notice of the W.C.T.U. meeting
May 13, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Clara E. Dawson about the care of her child and 100 Marks owed her
May 15, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Clara E. Dawson
May 15, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary Agnes Welson
June 9, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Clara E. Dawson about her trunks
June 24, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from G.B. Boise about lectures to raise money for the American Church in Berlin
June 29, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Clara E. Dawson
November 6, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from H.E. Monroe about the fundraising efforts for the American Church in Berlin
November 30, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
December 23, 1891 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber H.E. Monroe

14-21 Correspondence 1892

February 14, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Waldersee
March 4, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Rob Blauhard about singing lessons
March 11, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from S.I. Hurtt
March 13, 1892 – to “home” from Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg about a riot at the
Emperor’s palace in Berlin
May 17, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Delia Lyman Porter asking
Stuckenbg’s help to find a boarding house in Berlin
May 24, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Elizabeth T. Spring
August 5, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Countess Waldensee
August 23, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Sarah I. Lee about a
fundraising plan in Rochester, NY for the American Church in Berlin
August 24, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Grace R. Reed
September 17, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from H.E. Monroe
October 17, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Callie D. Young about
the reception of J.H.W. Stuckenbg’s lectures at Wittenberg College
October 26, 1892 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Gutte von den
Schulenburg (in German)
November 14, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Minnie E. Twombly
about fundraising for the American Church in Berlin
November 21, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Helen R. Bliss
November 24, 1892 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Adeliza Daniels

14-22 Correspondence 1893

March 15, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from H.R. Geiger about changes
in *The Lutheran Evangelist*
May 6, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Elma P. Vickery about
Vickery’s sister
May 22, 1893 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Countess
Waldensee
May 27, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from W.H. Edwards about the
travel plans of Ms. Vickery (see above letter)
May 30, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from W.H. Edwards
June 1, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from A. Bernstorff
June 8, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Caroline Eberhard
November 8, 1893 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Frances Willard

14-23 Correspondence 1894

February 21, 1894 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Engelhards
(in German)
February 26, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Countess Waldensee
March 5, 1894 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Engelhards (in
German)
March 16, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg from Friedrich Reinhold
Munther (in German) a token of appreciation for Stuckenbg’s friendship
March 31, 1894 – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenbg] from Engelhards (in German,
letter incomplete)
May 7, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Johanna Fust thanking Stuckenberg for her friendship (in German)
May 20, 1894 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Countess Waldersee
June 25, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from S.E. Morgan
October 14, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Caroline
October 31, 1894 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
ND, [1894] – from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg (letter incomplete)

Box 15
15-1 Correspondence 1895

January 12, 1895 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Susan S. Fessenden
February 22, 1895 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from G.A. Cork (with transcription)
October 12, 1895 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from I.S. Bright
November 1, 1895 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from M.J. Firey about starting a church for Germans in the U.S.

15-2 Correspondence 1896

January 24, 1896 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from American Federation of Labor (letter incomplete) about women workers
November 18, 1896 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from [Cousin Caroline]
December 24, [1896] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Elbert F. Baldwin

15-3 Correspondence 1897

April 6, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary A. Livermore asking Stuckenberg to serve on the N.E. Sabbath Protective League’s committee of women
May 23, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary A. Livermore
June 19, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Countess Waldersee about founding a Women’s Seminary
October 6, 1897 – to “Mother” from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 12, 1897 – to “Mama” from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
November 29, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary A. Livermore
December 13, 1897 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary A. Livermore

15-4 Correspondence 1898

April 6, 1898 – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] from Anna Gordon about the cremation of their friend Francis Willard
October 17, 1898 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Geo W. Russell about labor relations and politics
November 23, 1898 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from F.W.C. Meyers (with transcription) about temperance

15-5 Correspondence 1899

January 15, 1899 – to February 18, 1899 to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber (letter incomplete)
February 3, 1899 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Mary C. Waldsee about Waldsee’s life

15-6 Correspondence 1900

January 24, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Hattie M. Banisher asking Stuckenber to speak at a town meeting
January 27, 1900 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Hattie M. Banisher
February 17, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Marie Davies about leaflets for Bible Scriptures
May 18, 1900 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from A. Forel (in German)
September 6, 1900 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from D. Forel (in German) in support of Stuckenber’s temperance work
October 29, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from H.J. Todd
Attached: October 30, [1900] to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.H.W. Stuckenber
November 26, 1900 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Sherman W. Brown asking Stuckenber to speak in Spencer, Massachusetts
ND [February 1900] – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenber] from Marie Davies (with transcription)

15-7 Correspondence 1901

June 28, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Walter Rauschenbusch about lectures and talks for [temperance]
September 17, 1901 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Harriot T. Todd about speakers at the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union’s State Convention
ND [July 1901] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Elizabeth McAll (with transcription)

15-8 Correspondence 1902

May 15, [1902] – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.P.P.
July 6, 1902 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Elizabeth McAll
September 13, 1902 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Gledwig Bleuter-Waser (in German)
November 20, 1902 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Kate Kercher about the work of the Minnesota State Woman’s Christian Temperance Union

15-9 Correspondence 1903

February 2, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mrs. Bleuber (in German) about the reception of the Women’s Christian Temperance movement in Germany
May 26, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Elisabeth von Ruebel Toeberg [in German]
June 4, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from William H. Manss; letter of sympathy for the loss of J.H.W. Stuckenberg
June 4, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Nathaniel Rubinkam about Stuckenberg’s last days in London
June 23, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from W.D. Miller; letter of sympathy
August 24, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam and Sons about the publication of J.H.W.’s book
August 31, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Walter Gingrich
September 28, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam and Sons
October 20, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Louise Porter-Smith; letter of sympathy
October 21, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Edward A. Ross
November 3, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from H.A. Thompson; letter of sympathy
November 13, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam and Sons
November 16, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from “Caroline”
December 23, 1903 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam and Sons
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Harriott T. Todd; letter of sympathy (with transcription)
ND – [to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] from Frances Edward (letter incomplete)

15-10 Correspondence 1904

February 24, 1904 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Cornelia Warren about a collection of German articles
March 7, 1904 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Milton Valentine about the criticism of J.H.W.’s law in the newspapers
March 19, 1904 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Hans L. Carstein about a proposed temperance bill
March 23, 1904 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Hans L. Carstein about Carstein’s views on temperance
March 23, [1904] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary Parsons about the Berlin Church
March 24, 1904 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
April 24, 1904 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
April 28, [1904] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary Parsons
June 22, [1904] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary Parsons

15-11 Correspondence 1905

January 21, 1905 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from [E.W. Blatchford] about Stuckenber’s map collection (letter incomplete)
January 24, 1905 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from R. Fröhlich (in German) about Fröhlich’s temperance work in Germany
March 20, 1905 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from G.P. Putnam and Sons about the balance on J.H.W.’s account
November 1, [1905] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Marie Waldesee

15-12 Correspondence 1906

April 17, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Henry Chruchill King about J.H.W.’s biography
May 1, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from S.S. Waltz about J.H.W.’s biography
May 3, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from J.G. Butler about J.H.W.’s biography
May 8, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Geo. H. Young about J.H.W’s biography
May 22, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Edward A. Ross about the translation of J.H.W.’s work into [Italian] (2 copies)
June 7, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John G. Hilton about J.H.W. Stuckenber’s actions at the Battle of Gettysburg to save Hilton’s life
June 18, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from S.G. Hefelbower about the happenings at Pennsylvania College
October 21, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from “Ella” [Gingrich] about family affairs
October 21, 1906 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Gertrude [Gingrich]
December 16, 1906 – January 7, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Countess Mary Waldesee

15-13 Correspondence 1907

July 25, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from A.C. Armstrong about J.H.W.’s Philosophy and Sociology
August 4, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Kitty Miller Cady
August 5, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from [Geo. H. Knollenberg]
August 15, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Mary S. Manns about Manns travels in Europe and the American Church in Berlin
October 30, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from “Union Theological Seminary” about the memorial biography of J.H.W.
November 9, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from C.W. Mead about his interactions with J.H.W. and J.H.W.’s work while in Berlin [for the memorial biography]
November 14, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Lewis B. Paton about his rememberances of J.H.W. Stuckenborg for the memorial biography
November 15, 1907 – from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg about Stuckenborg’s ancestors and early life on reverse partial letter signed ‘Margaret’
November 24, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from A.C. Anthony about his rememberances of J.H.W. Stuckenborg for the memorial biography
December 16, 1907 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Otto Wachs about the memorial biography (in German)

15-14 Correspondence 1908

January 27, 1908 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Joseph R. Webster about the price of the map collection
January 30, 1908 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Eberhard von Rothkind (in German)
July 13, 1908 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam and Sons
November 19, 1908 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from [D. Borsyan] Goethe Nationalmuseum (in German with transcription and translation)
December 6, 1908 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from A. Lasson (in German)
ND [August 6, 1908] – to S.G. Hefelbower from [Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] draft of a letter about J.H.W’s estate with a breakdown of the finances and its worth

15-15 Correspondence 1909

March 19, 1909 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from H. Wiemken (in German)
November 29, 1909 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from William C. Lane about the sale of the map collection to Harvard University

15-16 Correspondence 1910

January 14, 1910 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from William C. Lane about the map collection
April 26, 1910 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Diakonisse Franciska Luja (in German)
June 16, 1910 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from S.G. Hefelbower about Hefelbower’s resignation
July 19, 1910 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from a girl, whose mother Stuckenborg helped to find (connection with Fanciska)

15-17 Correspondence 1911

January 23, 1911 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from ‘Maude’ (3 letters)
15-18 Correspondence 1912

August 22, 1912 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Henry C. King about a lecture topic
August 25, 1912 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from William Anthony Granville about establishing a Stuckenberg lecture series on Sociology at Gettysburg College

15-19 Correspondence 1913

January 12, 1913 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from S.G. Hefelbower
July 16, 1913 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from H.G. Stuckenberg about his work and memorial biography of the Stuckenberg family
October 10, 1913 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from K.B. Shaffer about the *Lutheran Woman’s Work*

15-20 Correspondence 1914

February 5, 1914 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Gertrude Gingrich
July 31, 1914 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg stock account for J.H.W.’s *Sociology* from G.P. Putnam’s and Sons
1914 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Gertrude Stuckenberg

15-21 Correspondence 1915

September 14, 1915 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Sophie Siebert
May 31, 1915 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Alice C. Twitchell about finances for the American Church in Berlin

15-22 Correspondence 1916

April 3, 1916 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Magda Carstein (in German) about Carstein’s family and her feelings about World War I
September 20, 1916 – from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Alfred Pennington
October 13, 1916 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Andrew A. Benton about the map collection

15-23 Correspondence 1917

January 3, 1917 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from ‘Totsie’
January 20, 1917 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from ‘Totsie’
February 6, 1917 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from ‘Totsie’
February 22, 1917 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from William E. Chancellor about the publication of a work on Sociology based off of J.H.W’s work
March 28, 1917 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from C.F. Sanders about a lecture at Pennsylvania College also mentions the building of the Y.M.C.A. Building on campus
   Attached: March 23, 1917 lecture given at Pennsylvania College by Williams Adams Brown as part of the Stuckenber Lecture series and a report of the lecture written by Clayton S. Farmer
July 20, 1917 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from C.P. Milne
August 12, 1917 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from C.P. Milne about the memorial biography
October 3, 1917 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from [Benjamin F. Prince]
(latter incomplete) about J.H.W.’s time as Chair at Wittenberg

Box 16

16-1 Correspondence 1918

January 28, 1918 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from John C. Stuckenber
February 12, 1918 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Edward F. Williams
   Attached remembrances of J.H.W. Stuckenber
February 17, 1918 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Shelby F. Vance with Vance’s remembrances of J.H.W
March 25, 1918 – (post card) to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from K.J.G. about a dispute between a J.H.W. and Krauth manuscript
With attached notes of Mary Gingrich Stuckenber about the dispute
May 25, 1918 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from A.B. Faust about the Goethe Album
July 5, 1918 – to C.P. Milne from Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
August 15, 1918 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Rozamond de Laettre
December 20, 1918 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Azariah S. Root about a copy of a review of J.H.W.’s work
December 30, 1918 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from E.F. Williams about an introduction for a series of J.H.W.’s work
ND [March 1918] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from ‘Totsie’ (with transcription)
ND (post card) – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from ‘Totsie’
ND [December 1918] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from Edward F. Williams about the republication of J.H.W.’s The Social Problem (with transcription)

16-2 Correspondence 1919

April 2, 1919 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from G.P. Putnam and Sons about the sale of J.H.W.’s *A System of Sociology*
October 25, 1919 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenber from W.A. Granville about the Y.M.C.A. Building at Pennsylvania College and the Women’s League (Mary was an organizer of the Women’s League)
October 28, 1919 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Josephine Peabody Marles
November 12, 1919 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from W.A. Granville about the Women’s league convention
November 21, 1919 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from George A. Coe

16-3 Correspondence 1920

February 17, 1920 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Harvey D. Hoover
April 8, 1920 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Louis A. Bauer
April 13, 1920 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from W.W. Mills
August 4, 1920 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from [W.A. Granville]

16-4 Correspondence 1922

January 27, 1922 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Edwin Hugh Delk about Delk’s lectures on Sociology
February 7, 1922 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from G.P. Putnam and Sons about the sales of J.H.W.’s books
February 8, 1922 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Harry E. Barnes about his lecture at Pennsylvania College with the Stuckenberg Lecture Series
April 12, 1922 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Hermann Collitz about the etymology of Osnabruck’s dialect

16-5 Correspondence 1923

February 2, 1923 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from William A. Speck about purchasing the Goethe Album
March 8, 1923 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from E.A. Ross
    Attached newspaper article about his son’s violin performance
May 20, 1923 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Julius Goebel
July 1, 1923 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Julius Goebel about J.H.W’s memorial biography
ND [June 1923] – to Dutton from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg about the Goethe Album (letter incomplete)
ND – to [William A. Speck] from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg acquiring for a price for the Goethe Album

16-6 Correspondence 1925

June 4, 1925 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Alfred Williams Anthony about remembrances of J.H.W.

16-7 Correspondence 1926

March 23, 1926 – Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg’s receipt for shoes
September 22, 1926 – doctor’s bill receipt
December 21, 1926 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from John O. Evjen about the map collection
ND [1926] – from the Historical Society of York County with history of Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg’s family

16-8 Correspondence 1927

March 14, 1927 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Adelia F.D. Bauer
September 13, 1927 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Elsie Kast

16-9 Correspondence 1928

June 20, 1928 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from S. Parkes Cadman asking for funds for the China Famine Relief

16-10 Correspondence 1929

March 3, 1929 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from J.J. [Scordelmark]
May 21, 1929 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from L.L. Bernard asking for a written sketch of J.H.W.’s published works
October 2, 1929 – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Thomas Lansberry inviting Stuckenberg to a dinner at Wittenberg College
ND – to C.P. Milne from Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg about the J.H.W. biography manuscript
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Edwin Hugh Delk about work on the J.H.W. memorial biography

16-11 Correspondence Not Dated

ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary P. Lane (with transcription)
ND – to ‘Ante’ [Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] from Mary Sunderman (note of Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg states Sunderman was J.H.W.’s niece; his sister Margaret’s daughter, with transcription)
ND – note of Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg
ND [January 30] – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Mary F. Severence about raising funds for the American Church in Berlin (with transcription)
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Elise Hupfeld (with transcription)
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Danielle C. (with transcription)
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from A.A. Sargent (with transcription)
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from Frances Hart (with transcription)
ND – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] from C.A. Kirk (with transcription)
ND [May 29] – to [Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg] from Elisa A. Siebert (with transcription)
ND – to Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg from “Blanche” (with transcription)
16-12 Sub-Series B – Notes

Notes for the J.H.W. Stuckenber biography written by John O. Evjen and Mary Gingrich Stuckenber.

16-13 Sub-Series C – Works by Mary Gingrich Stuckenber

ND – Poem with transcription written by Mary Gingrich Stuckenber
ND – notes of Mary Gingrich Stuckenber, possibly an unpublished article about marriage
Department of Temperance and Labor with letter by Mary Gingrich Stuckenber entitled (2 copies)

Box 17

Series VII – The Stuckenber Estate
17-1 Sub-Series A – Wills and Legal Documents

Photocopy of J.H.W. Stuckenber’s will dated June 6, 1898—will gives pieces of Humboldt furniture and Stuckenber’s papers to Gettysburg College.
Two typed transcripts of the will
Two typed transcripts of Mary Gingrich Stuckenberg’s will dated September 20, 1924
June 14, 1904 Copy of the Minutes of Gettysburg College Board of Trustees – original held in Gettysburg College Archives
December 17, 1912 from Mary Stuckenberg in regards to $1000 donation to Gettysburg College for a lecture series in Sociology.
June 28, 1934 General Fund of Gettysburg College Statement
Payment on Anaconda stock dated October 19, 1936
Endowment notice dated March 19, 1937
J.H.W. Stuckenberg’s Biography by William K. Sundermeyer focusing on the reason’s for Gettysburg College’s acquisition of Stuckenberg’s collection

17-2 Sub-Series B – Correspondence
August 21, 1930 – to the Treasurer of Gettysburg College, Mr. [ ] Taylor from Gertrude Gingrich, Mary Stuckenberg’s sister about the Humboldt furniture and other gifts from the Stuckenberg estate.
August 23, 1930 – to Dr. Henry W.A. Hanson, President of Gettysburg College from I.L. Taylor about the August 21, letter from Gertrude Gingrich
October 15, 1930 – about the key to the Stuckenberg Trunk
May 28, 1934 – to President Hanson from Samuel Hefelbower about Stuckenberg estate
June 16, 1934 – to Honorable Saunders from President Hanson about administration of Stuckenberg estate. 2 copies
   Attached: Receipt of items received from Stuckenberg Estate
August 4, 1934 – Receipt from Gettysburg National Bank for redemption of school bonds from Stuckenberg Estate
   Attached: June 8, 1934 – from Harry Irwin to Gertrude Gingrich regarding school bonds
March 16, 1935 – to Jarecki Manufacturing Company concerning the transfer of stock from the Stuckenberg Estate to Gettysburg College
March 18, 1935 – to City Bank Farmers Trust concerning transfer of stock from Stuckenberg Estate to Gettysburg College
March 21, 1935 – to Gettysburg College from Chas. A. Meutzel concerning the school bonds from Stuckenberg Estate
May 14, 1935 – to President Hanson from Charles T. Lark
May 14, 1935 – to C.W. Stock from Charles T. Lark concerning the administration of both Stuckenberg wills
June 10, 1935 – to C.W. Stock from Charles T. Lark
September 20, 1935 – to President Hanson from C. W. Stock
April 20, 1936 – to President Hanson from Ellen Tipton
April 17, 1936 – to Gettysburg National Bank, Treasurer from Charles T. Lark.
April 23, 1936 – to Gertrude Gingrich from Ellen Tipton
May 21, 1936 – to President Hanson from Charles T. Lark
Attached: May 20, 1936 – to Dr. P.D. Hoover from Charles T. Lark
June 9, 1936 – from Samuel Hefelbower concerning the Humboldt desk and mirror given to Gettysburg College from J.H.W. Stuckenberg
March 17, 1937 – to Treasurer of Gettysburg College from Charles Lark.
Attached March 25, 1937 – to President Hanson from Treasurer or Gettysburg College about the stock transfer of the Jarecki company
Attached: March 31, 1937 – to Charles Lark to Treasurer Gettysburg College about transfer of account from Gertrude Gingrich to College
July 9, 1937 – to Charles Lark from Treasurer of Gettysburg College concerning expenses for the Stuckenberg Estate
Attached: July 7, 1937 – to Gettysburg National Bank from Louis S. Weaver, chairman of Finance Committee
Attached: July 6, 1937 – to Louis S. Weaver from Treasurer of Gettysburg College
Attached: June 25, 1937 – to Gettysburg College Treasurer from Charles Lark
Attached: February 11, 1937 – Bill for services of C.H. Judkins in the Stuckenberg Estate
Attached: May 10, 1937 – Bill for services of Alford M. Graham in the Stuckenberg Estate
Attached: June 25, 1937 – Bill for services of Charles T. Lark in the Stuckenberg Estate
Attached: July 14, 1937 – Receipt for payment from Gettysburg College to Charles T. Lark
September 7, 1937 – to Board of Trustees of Pennsylvania College from E.J. Zeleny regarding land owned in Omaha
Attached: September 12, 1937 – to E.J. Zeleny from President Hanson.
September 22, 1937 – to Charles T. Lark from Gettysburg College Treasurer
Attached: September 22, 1937 – to Gertrude Gingrich from Gettysburg College Treasurer referring to the land owned by the Stuckenberg’s in Omaha
Attached: September 17, 1937 – to Gettysburg College Treasurer from Gertrude Gingrich
December 27, 1938 – to Gertrude Gingrich from Ralph B. Smith about payment of an inheritance tax on a bond in the Stuckenberg Estate
Attached: January 4, 1939 – from Ellen Tipton Buehler to President Henry W.A. Hanson
Attached January 4, 1939 – to Gertrude Gingrich from Ellen Tipton Buehler
Attached: January 6, 1939 – to Charles T. Lark from C.A. Wills
Attached: January 6, 1939 – to Ralph B. Smith of Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland from C.A. Wills
Attached: February 4, 1939 – to Charles T. Lark from C.A. Wills
Attached: February 8, 1939 – to C.A. Wills from Charles T. Lark
Attached: April 6, 1939 – to Charles T. Lark from C.A. Wills
Attached: June 6, 1939 – to Charles T. Lark from C.A. Wills, President of Gettysburg National Bank
Attached: June 15, 1939 – to Ellen Tipton Buehler from Charles T. Lark
Attached: April 18, 1939 – to C.A. Wills from Charles T. Lark
Attached: September 16, 1939 – to Charles T. Lark from Gettysburg College Treasurer about an inheritance tax on the Stuckenberg Estate
December 29, 1938 – to Treasurer and President of Gettysburg College from Gertrude Gingrich regarding the inheritance tax of the Stuckenberg Estate
January 4, 1939 – to President Henry W.A. Hanson from Ellen Tipton Buehler
December 18, 1939 – to C.A. Will from Charles T. Lark about the Massachusetts inheritance tax on the Stuckenberg Estate
    Attached: ND to Henry F. Long, Commissioner from Gettysburg College acknowledging the inheritance tax
    Attached: December 19, 1939 – to President Henry. W.A. Hanson from C.A. Wills regarding payment of the tax
    Attached December 22, 1939 – to Charles T. Lark from C.A. Wills
    Attached: February 5, 1940 – from Charles T. Lark
    Attached: February 7, 1940 – to Charles T. Lark from C.A. Wills
February 19, 1953 – to Mr. Debus and Dr. Langsam from John H. Knickerbocker note of receipt of Goethe Album

Series VIII – Alexander von Humboldt
17-3 Artifacts

    Artifact: Key to von Humboldt secretary
    Artifact: Drawing Pen

17-4 Correspondence

    December 12, 1883 – to Alexander von Humboldt (not English)
    ND, Partial Letter

17-5 Biographical information

    ND, Biography of Alexander von Humboldt written by J. Löwenberg (in German)
    Photograph: Alexander von Humboldt
    Place card of Alexander von Humboldt
    Newspaper Clipping Vorsische Zeit dated August 1, 1893
    Pamphlet: entitled An Alexander von Humboldt by August Dühr published in 1855; a poem in memory of von Humboldt

17-6 Humboldt Estate Documents

    Empty notebook entitled “finances,” ND
    Certificate of Authenticity for the von Humboldt Mirror, April 25, 1872 (transcription)
    Certificate of Authenticity for the von Humboldt champagne glasses, April 25, 1872 (transcription)
    Certificate of Authenticity for the von Humboldt secretary, April 25, 1872 (transcription)
Certificate of Authenticity for the von Humboldt desk, April 25, 1872 (transcription)
Notary Register for purchase of Alexander von Humboldt pieces by J.H.W. Stuckenberg, July 17, 1885 (transcription)
Damage estimate for the Humboldt secretary

**Box 18**

**Series IX – General**

**18-1 Sub-Series A – Ephemera**

April 6, 1867 – Meeting Minutes of the Evangelical Lutheran St. Paul’s Congregation
ND invitation to a meeting for the American Church in Berlin
Three Business Cards: Professor G. Teichmüller, D. th. E. Dryander, Samule B. Shapleigh
July 14, 1859 – Half Fare Card for the Mississippi and Missouri Rail Road
August 12, 1880, – Passenger List for the Steamship *Wieland* sailing from New York, NY to Hamburg, Germany (2 Copies)
April 23, 1903 – Passenger list for the S.S. “Mayflower” sailing from Boston
Place card of Mr. & Mrs. John Brinckerhoff Jackson
January 1, 1876 – Annual Statement of the Improvement Trust Co. of Pittsburgh with notes on reverse
February 5, 1876 – Constitution and By-Laws of the Choral Union of Springfield, Ohio
November 1883 – announcement of the death of Heinrich Eugene Marcard (in German)
January 30, 1888 – Constitution of the Internal Total Abstinence Society of Berlin
May 11, 1888 – death announcement: (in German) Translation: Yesterday at 4 in the afternoon Professor of Philosophy Dr. Gustav Geichmüller died at the age of 56 Years old.
January 18, 1891 – Sunday Service program for the First Congregational Church in Baltimore, MD
May 5, 1894 – musical program
December 8, 1894 – announcement of Stuckenberg’s lecture in Springfield
January 29, 1898 – Literary Note from A.C. Armstrong and Son announcing J.H.W. Stuckenberg’s *Introduction to the Study of Sociology*
March 25, 1875 – grade report from Pennsylvania College for John K. Marshall
September 19, 1850 – Order of exercises at the sixteenth commencement of Pennsylvania College

**Sub-Series B – Publications**

**18-2 Newspapers**

November 7, 1903 – *L’Abstinence*, prohibition newspaper
September 1, 1902 – Der Abstinent, Viennese prohibition newspaper
October 20, 1883 – Illustirte Zeitung [Illustrated Newspaper], 400 year
celebration of Martin Luther’s birth
October 1915 – The Remonstrance: Against Woman Suffrage, women’s
newspaper against suffrage for women published by Women’s Anti-Suffrage
Association, Massachusetts

18-3 Pamphlets

Bericht über das Evangelisch-Christlichen Leben in Deutschland. [Lecture on the
Evangelic-Christian Life in Germany] given by Pastor Baumann for the
Kopenhagen Alliance Conference in 1884, published in Kopenhagen, 1884
The Study of Social Science in Theological Seminaries address given by W.F.
Blackman for the American Institute of Christian Philosophy on March 1, 1892
War Against Drink: What it Signifies to Organized Labor. Address given G.v.
Bunge for the Labor Union in Basle, Switzerland (3 Copies)
Carthage College Bulletin: Christian Education Sunday. Volume 16 (September
1932)
Socialism. Syllabus by Richard T. Ely for University of Wisconsin published
1892
Et Kapitel fra Symbolforpligtelsens Historie. By John O. Evjen, published in
Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1911
An Address on Abstinence address by William Metcalfe given on June 8, 1840
published in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1840
Die Quintessenz des Socialismus [The Quintessence of Socialism] by Dr. U.
Schästie, published in 1879
An Address: A Few Earnest Words to Clergymen and the Christian Church
Concerning the Second Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ and the Writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg in Connection Therewith by Emanuel Swedenborg
published in New York, 1878
Lotze’s Gedanken zu den Principienfragen der Ethik [Lotze’s Thoughts on the
Principle Questions of Ethics] by Alfred Tienes published in Heidelberg,
Germany 1896

18-4 Newspaper Clippings

Issued by Pittsburg Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage
July 1859 – article from The Cincinnati Gazette entitled “Wittenberg College”
June 2, 1866 – article from Der Leipziger Zeitung [Leipzig Newspaper] entitled
“Deine aufrichtig um Dich trauernde kirchgemeinde im Unfschluss ihres Lehrers”
by Gottlob von Polenz
ND [1881] – article from Altoona Newspaper entitled “Woman’s Work: First
Days Proceedings of the Convention of Lutheran Women”
February 8, 1884 – article from The Lutheran Observer entitled “Dr. George F.
Stelling: A Memorial Tribute”
March 15, 1894 – article from a German Newspaper entitled “Klub der Landwirthe” [Club of the Farmers/Agriculturists]
October 1, 1898 – Newspaper article from “Boston Transcript”
ND “Tomo Chachi Mico” painting of Johann Jacob Kleinschmidt (from German Newspaper) the King of Yamacran and Tooanahowi Scines and his brother
May 26, 1981 – Newspaper Clipping from The [Gettysburg] Times about Gettysburg College receiving the Cranach painting of Luther
Newspaper Clipping about Gettysburg College receiving the Cranach painting of Luther
1896 Photocopy of an article from the Annual Report of the American Historical Association, article written by P. Lee Phillips, titled “The Value of Maps in Boundary Disputes, Especially in Connection with Venezuela and British Guiana” article discusses part of Stuckenberg’s map collection which helped to end a land dispute between England and Venezuela in 1899